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ABSTRACT


Since the 1920s, the United States Air Force has based much of its doctrine on beliefs in the capabilities of strategic bombing that history has not fully borne out. These beliefs, and a lack of critical, objective analysis of experience, are evident in successive versions of the Air Force manual for basic doctrine. The first part of this thesis reviews these doctrine manuals and Air Force thinking through the 1970s.

During the 1970s and 1980s, an increasing number of Air Force officers began to realize these, and other, deficiencies in the service's doctrine. The publication of their criticisms and suggestions in various books, articles, and research studies coincided with the establishment of two Air Force organizations specifically devoted to the study of air power history and doctrine. The combination during the late 1980s of these organizations and the officers who worked in them led to the development of a completely new doctrine manual.

Based on interviews and material from the working files of the Center for Aerospace Doctrine, Research and Education (CADRE) and the Air Staff, the second part of this thesis
traces the development of the 1992 edition of Air Force Manual (AFM) 1-1. In contrast with previous manuals, the new AFM 1-1 displays a greater appreciation for the study of air power history. This objective analysis of experience is directly attributable to the combination of officers, organizations, and timing that existed in the 1980s and early 1990s.
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Introduction

"If those who distill doctrine from experience or devise it by logical inference in the abstract fail to exercise the utmost rigor in their thinking, the whole service suffers."
-- I.B. Holley, 1974.

Professor of history at Duke University (and a Major General in the USAF Reserve) I.B. Holley, Jr., made the above statement during a Harmon Memorial lecture at the United States Air Force Academy. He defined doctrine as "what is officially approved to be taught. . . ." and "...the point of departure for virtually every activity in the air arm." During the presentation, he also reviewed the "doctrinal myopia" of the 1920s and 1930s that led to heavy U.S. Army Air Corps losses during unescorted bombing missions over Europe in World War II. In his opinion, the failure to perform rigorous self-criticism led to "...doctrines of strategic air power [that] were seriously and dangerously flawed."

Professor Holley characterized Air Force doctrine as "an enduring challenge." Like any challenge, successful doctrinal development hinges on finding the correct approach. Professor Holley has indicated, in numerous other
writings on doctrine, that rigorous and objective analysis of history is one of, if not the, most important ingredients to the formulation of sound doctrine. Both his lecture and other works have had an undeniable influence on the Air Force and its doctrine.

The Air Force sets forth its basic doctrine in Air Force Manual (AFM) 1-1. In the March 1992 edition, Chief of Staff, General Merrill A. McPeak echoes Professor Holley by stating that "doctrine is important because it provides the framework for understanding how to apply military power. It is what history has taught us works in war, as well as what does not." The manual's "Introduction" adds that "aerospace doctrine is, simply defined, what we hold true about aerospace power and the best way to do the job in the Air Force. It is based on experience, our own and that of others." Indeed, a review of the nine other basic doctrine manuals published since 1953 reveals that the Air Force has continually professed experience to be a major input to doctrine.

Nevertheless, despite Air Force claims to the contrary, pivotal assertions in these nine other manuals did not display a conscious recognition of what "history has taught." Manuals prior to 1979 predominantly reflected Air Force beliefs in the "decisive" impact of air power in World War II, but did not include an understanding of some of air power's important limitations revealed by experiences in
Korea and Vietnam. The 1979 edition, described by many within the Air Force as a "comic book," did little to foster an air of professionalism regarding the way the service viewed doctrine. The 1984 edition significantly redressed this deficiency through its structure and emphasis on the role of aerospace power in achieving national security objectives. As in the previous manuals, though, the 1984 manual asserted a belief in the efficacy of air power, specifically strategic bombing, that operational experiences in Korea and Vietnam did not support. Strongly held institutional beliefs in strategic bombing had prevented the Air Force from formulating a doctrine based on a broad and rigorous analysis of experience.

In support of these contentions, the first part of this thesis will review the history of Air Force basic doctrine from the 1920s through the 1980s. It will focus primarily, but not exclusively, on doctrinal claims that strategic air attacks can independently and completely destroy the will of an enemy nation, and the lack of historical evidence offered in doctrine manuals to support these claims. This

---

"The U.S. military officially defines "strategic air warfare" as "air combat and supporting operations designed to effect, through the systematic application of force to a selected series of vital targets, the progressive destruction and disintegration of the enemy's war-making capacity to a point where the enemy no longer retains the ability or the will to wage war" (Joint Pub 1-02, as quoted in AFM 1-1 (1992), Vol. II, p. 302.). For this thesis, the author considers the terms "strategic bombing," "strategic attack," and "strategic aerospace offense" synonymous, and consistent with this definition."
review will illustrate the failure of the Air Force to derive its doctrine from an objective and critical analysis of experience, as prescribed by Professor Holley.

In contrast with these previous manuals, the 1992 edition of AFM 1-1 represents a willingness to deal critically with air power history, both "our own and that of others." For the first time the manual has been published in two volumes. The first volume contains pithy statements explaining the Air Force’s understanding of and beliefs about war, aerospace power, the employment of aerospace forces, and how it should prepare for war. This volume, in and of itself, does not fundamentally differ in format from past manuals. Rather, much of its content, and the collection of twenty-five essays in the second volume, written specifically to support statements made in the first, provide the seminal difference.¹¹

These essays rely on historical evidence, some of the latest historical scholarship, and a rigorous analysis of experience to derive and explain Air Force doctrine. Their content and the sources on which many were based directly challenge and contradict some long-held Air Force beliefs, including beliefs in the capabilities of strategic bombing.¹² Together, the two volumes provide a manual that recognizes and incorporates many important lessons about air power discovered during World War II, Korea, and Vietnam.
This new manual’s attempt to grapple with the challenges posed by critical historical analysis and the development of doctrine suggests a change in the organizational behavior of the Air Force. An attempt could be made to characterize the repetition of ideas in previous manuals as an example of "institutional inertia," with the development of the new manual fitting some sort of model for organizational change. However, this thesis makes no claim to territory best studied by social scientists. Instead, it merely attempts to point out historical differences in Air Force doctrine and doctrinal development.

The passage of nearly twenty years since the end of the Vietnam War and the publication of the new manual also raises the following question: why in 1992 did the Air Force switch to a conceptually different approach to its basic doctrine? Some of the factors that commonly affect doctrine -- changes in technology, changes in the nature of the perceived threat, changes in the amount spent on defense -- do not provide sufficient answers. While many technological advances have been made in the past twenty years, none compelled the Air Force to re-evaluate its own history. In fact, the capabilities ascribed to the "stealth bomber" logically should have intensified beliefs in the efficacy of strategic bombers and bombing. Similarly, the men and ideas involved in the creation of the new manual began to coalesce in the early and mid 1980s, before the drastic changes to
both the former Soviet Union and the American defense budget.\textsuperscript{13}

Professor Holley's 1974 lecture indirectly deserves some of the credit for the new, more historically oriented, doctrine. The \textit{Air University Review}, the professional journal of the Air Force from 1947 to 1987, served, according to its last editor, as "...a truly open forum for presenting and stimulating innovative thinking on military doctrine, strategy, tactics, force structure, readiness, and other national defense matters."\textsuperscript{14} In the twenty-seven years prior to Holley's lecture, the journal averaged two articles per year under the subject of doctrine. In the thirteen years after 1974, this figure jumped to five.\textsuperscript{15} Its successor as the Air Force's professional journal, \textit{Airpower Journal}, has continued this trend, with an article related to doctrine appearing in nearly every issue. Clearly, a significant increase in the kind of rigorous thinking Holley advocated had taken place.

The surge in articles, however, reflected increasing debates over more than just air power doctrine. Topics discussed included the new "AirLand Battle" doctrine, Soviet military doctrine, and the need for a formal space doctrine.\textsuperscript{16} Therefore, while Professor Holley's lecture provided part of the impetus for more thoughtful reflection and the \textit{Air University Review} the forum, they do not provide the answer to the question at hand.
The second part of this thesis will show that the answer stems from a combination of key individuals brought together at an appropriate place and opportune moment. More specifically, the new manual, its format and content, resulted primarily from the critical thinking and efforts of several Air Force officers at the Airpower Research Institute (ARI) and the Center for Aerospace Doctrine, Research and Education (CADRE) during the 1980s and early 1990s. The conceptually new approach to doctrine embodied by the manual required incisive people who believed in the merits of studying history, dedicated research agencies to foster such study, and a time receptive to their work and conducive to change. No such combination had previously existed, marking the 1992 edition of AFM 1-1 as a unique articulation of Air Force basic doctrine.

The manual that resulted from the work of these men will probably not immediately alter the daily flying, training, and hard work Air Force personnel do in support of American national security interests. Nor will it remain free from criticism. However, it does represent a fundamental shift in the way in which the Air Force approaches the development of basic doctrine and its own history. The work done at ARI and CADRE, co-located at the Air University (AU), Maxwell Air Force Base (AFB), Alabama, has provided the Air Force with a doctrinal manual that stems from the critical analysis of experience. In dealing with the past,
the new AFM 1-1 and the manner in which it was developed seem to create a foundation better suited to meet the needs of the future than that supplied by previous manuals. Thus, it stands as an excellent example of how to meet the "enduring challenge."
Notes to Introduction

In the interest of space, the author has used standard abbreviations for ranks in both the text and the notes after the first full use of a rank. In addition, all officers belong to the USAF unless otherwise noted. In the notes, Air University Review has been abbreviated as AUR, and Air University Press as AUP. All cited material is fully listed, without abbreviations, in the bibliography.


2Ibid., pp. 4-5.

3Ibid., pp. 10-11.


7Ibid., p. vii.


9 The author has had conversations with several senior Air Force officers, and a former Chief of the Air Force Office of History, who have made this reference. In addition, Col. Drew used the same term in "Two Decades in the Air Power Wilderness: Do We Know Where We Are Yet?" *AUR* 37 (September-October 1986): 12. For further criticism of this manual, and its less than serious tone, see the articles by Murray (1983) and Lt. Col. Baucom (1984), cited both in Chapter 2 and the bibliography of this thesis.


12 See AFM 1-1 (1992), Vol. II, footnotes to all essays for sources used.

13 See Chapter 3 of this thesis.


15 Author’s calculation based on listing of articles under heading of "doctrine" in *Air University Review Index* (Maxwell AFB, AL: AUP, October 1991), pp. 254-59.

16 Ibid.
Chapter 1

"I think we have been consistent in our concepts since the formation of GHQ Air Force in 1935. Our basic doctrine has remained generally unchanged since that time." -- Gen. Curtis LeMay, 1961.

In the wake of World War I many countries sought a means to avoid a repetition of the horrific losses suffered during years of stalemated trench warfare. The airplane, with its ability to strike anything it could fly over, offered one such means. Air power proponents and theorists authored many works. Italian General Guilio Douhet has since gained fame for his 1921 work *The Command of the Air*. Douhet theorized, according to historians Richard H. Kohn and Joseph P. Harahan, that "by bombing cities and factories instead of military forces (except air forces), the enemy could be defeated through shattering the civilian will to continue resistance" [emphasis added].

Brigadier General Billy Mitchell emerged as the champion of air power in the United States. His widely publicized use of aircraft to sink the German battleship *Ostfriesland* in 1921, his court-martial in 1925, and publication in the same year of his book *Winged Defense: The
Development and Possibilities of Modern Air Power --
Economic and Military, captivated young airmen.³ In a 1926 appearance before the House of Representatives Committee on Military Affairs, Mitchell theorized that "...in the future, we will strike, in case of armed conflict, when all other means of settling disputes have failed, to go straight to the vital centers, the industrial centers, through the use of an air force and hit them."⁴ Thus, Mitchell planted the idea of strategic bombing in the minds of American airmen.

The task of synthesizing these ideas, and many others, into a doctrine for the fledgling Army Air Corps fell to the Air Corps Tactical School (ACTS). Created at Maxwell Field, Alabama, between 1926 and 1931, the school indoctrinated future air leaders. "There," according to Professor I.B. Holley, "in the decade from 1931 to 1941 a small but able and dedicated faculty, in conjunction with a succession of some enthusiastic, if atypical, students, hammered out the doctrinal guidelines for the modern Air Force."⁵ The ideas developed at ACTS, and the reasons why they had such a tremendous influence on Air Force doctrine and strategic thinking and planning during World War II, have undergone significant historical analysis.⁶ Two observations of particular relevance to this thesis should be made about the ideas formulated and professed at ACTS.
First, as historian and Air Force officer Dr. Mark Clodfelter has noted, ACTS officers "contended that destroying an enemy's war-making capability through attacks on its economic 'vital centers' would disrupt its social fabric and lead to a collapse of morale" [emphasis added].

Second, the Air Corps officers who translated this belief into doctrine had relatively little empirical evidence to support their contention. Consequently, an untested belief became dogma, and dogma became doctrine. As air power historian Michael Sherry wrote, "the Air Corps' dismissive attitude toward past experience was neatly captured in the tactical school's motto, Proficimus More Irrentiti (we make our progress unhindered by custom)."

As with any theory, strategic bombing needed a definitive test to substantiate the claims made by its proponents. World War II provided the great test for the Air Corps' faith in its doctrine. Not surprisingly, since 1945 participants and historians have debated the accomplishments of the American strategic bombing campaigns conducted against Germany and Japan.

The United States Strategic Bombing Survey (USSBS), the official government assessment of air power's effectiveness, provided, in retrospect, as much "proof" for proponents of strategic bombing as it did for opponents. The USSBS firmly stated that "Allied air power was decisive in the war in Western Europe." After studying the war in the Pacific,
it projected that "for the future, it is important fully to grasp the fact that enemy planes enjoying control of the sky over one's head can be as disastrous to one's country as its occupation by physical invasion."

The survey also cautioned that "air power had not yet reached maturity and all conclusions drawn from experience in the European theatre must be considered subject to change." Thus, while the report considered air power vitally important, it did not find the American experience a wholly valid basis for future air combat thinking and planning.

Indeed, strategic bombing, independent of other considerations, did not completely destroy the capability or will of either Germany or Japan in World War II despite its proponents' claims. The enemy surrendered only after complete occupation in the case of the former, and complete isolation by a combined air, sea, and land effort in the case of the latter. Strategic bombing laid waste to a staggering amount of each country's urban and industrial areas, but it did not produce the promised results of completely destroying an enemy's will.

"But," as military historian and analyst Walter Millis noted, "experience is seldom a strong answer to dogma." Many leading airmen believed that strategic bombing had broken the will of the enemy and had been the predominant reason for Allied victory in Europe and the Pacific. Based on this belief in air power's ability to win wars, airmen
argued that the Air Force should be given its independence from the Army. The USSBS's conclusions and the enormous potential for destruction afforded by atomic weapons bolstered their case. As a result, the National Security Act of 1947 officially created the U.S. Air Force, and the U.S. Air Force officially began to codify a doctrine based on the ideas taught at ACTS.\textsuperscript{16}

The 1946 Army Air Forces Regulation 20-61 had established that Maxwell Field's Air University (AU), the ACTS successor, "reviews, revises, and prepares publication of AAF basic doctrine. . . ."\textsuperscript{17} Official Air Force historian Dr. Robert Frank Futrell's monumental work Ideas, Concepts, Doctrine: Basic Thinking in the United States Air Force, 1907-1984 exhaustively documents AU's efforts between 1948 and 1953 to produce the Air Force's first basic doctrine manual. Futrell's history reveals three important problems that hindered the manual's development.

First, the Air Staff in Washington, D.C. repeatedly refused to relinquish to AU the authority to approve and publish basic doctrine. Second, the Air Staff was often slow to review AU drafts, and then disapproved them. Last, considerable debate took place over what should, or should not, be included in the manual. Particularly lively was the discussion as the whether AU's term "theater air forces" should replace "tactical air operations" (eventually AU deleted the term from its drafts).\textsuperscript{18}
These problems engendered a sense of frustration among some senior officers at AU. This appears understandable given that the final product, published somewhat ironically on 1 April 1953 after six years of work, contained only seventeen pages, organized into five very short chapters. Printed as a pamphlet, it measured a slim four inches by six and one-half inches.

The new manual, AFM 1-2, *United States Air Force Basic Doctrine*, proclaimed that "basic air doctrine evolves from experience gained in war and from analysis of the continuing impact of new weapons systems on warfare." Yet, the chapter entitled "Employment of Air Forces" revealed a tendency to ascribe to air power capabilities not completely borne out by experience, much as the theorists at ACTS had done. The manual maintained that air forces, by attacking a nation's "heartland," or vital war-making capabilities, "...can effectively reduce its will to fight..." It further asserted that "no nation can long survive unlimited exploitation by enemy air forces utilizing weapons of mass destruction," a clear reflection of Air Force beliefs in the efficacy of strategic bombing and nuclear weapons.

Interestingly, the end of this same chapter contained a carefully worded paragraph addressing the "emotional responses" of people whose nation suffered air attack:

These responses, depending upon how the air forces are employed, can be of a positive or negative nature. By careful consideration of the social structure of a nation, it may be possible to apply air forces against
those parts of the structure that will tend to develop cleavages favorable for exploitation.\textsuperscript{24}

It seems entirely plausible that whoever wrote this section recognized that strategic attacks and bombing had actually strengthened the will to resist of many people during World War II.\textsuperscript{25} This section, however, and its implied recognition of history, would remain a part of AFM 1-2 for only one more year.

The Air Force was quickly developing a tendency to avoid rigorous analysis of its doctrine. The favorable reception of AFM 1-2 by all major air commanders led to its re-publication on 1 April 1954 with only a few slight changes in wording.\textsuperscript{26} This seems unfortunate since the Air Force also had its experiences in Korea to draw upon in revising this manual. An attentive study of this recent experience might have helped dispel some beliefs about strategic bombing, and reinforced the idea that it can strengthen an enemy's resolve.

As with World War II, the Korean war seemed only to strengthen Air Force beliefs in the capabilities of strategic bombing. As the USSBS had projected, the U.S. achieved air superiority over North Korea, but this did not prevent the war from becoming stalemated. Airmen turned to strategic bombing, modeled after the campaigns of World War II, to break the enemy's capability and will to fight. Due to the enemy's resourcefulness, the incorrect assumption by the U.S. Air Force that enemy armies required the same
amount and kind of logistical support as American armies, and the political pressures restraining military power, strategic bombing again failed to achieve the promised results.\textsuperscript{27} Yet, as Dr. Clodfelter later described, "despite the failure of air power to secure an armistice independent of other considerations, many in the Air Force believed that bombing made the significant contribution toward achieving a truce."\textsuperscript{28}

Other trends and developments in the 1950s contributed to the failure of the Air Force to take full advantage of a rigorous analysis of recent experiences with strategic bombing. The adoption by the Eisenhower Administration of the "New Look" towards defense policy favored the Air Force and the development of the Strategic Air Command (SAC) under the firm guidance of Gen. Curtis LeMay.\textsuperscript{29} In 1955, Secretary of the Air Force Thomas K. Finletter, believing that preparedness for nuclear war would deter more limited wars, announced that "the Korean War was a special case, and air power can learn little there about its future role in United States foreign policy in the East."\textsuperscript{30} In the words of one historian, "the Air Force looked to its future unhampered by its immediate past."\textsuperscript{31} Of course, the growing U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia would highlight the cost of Finletter's, and the Air Force's, narrow focus.

The third edition of AFM 1-2 did little other than present the material contained in the previous editions in a
more concise eight and one-half inch by eleven inch format. Published on 1 April 1955, the ten-page manual was the shortest and best received attempt to date to provide the Air Force with a statement of purpose. Although the "Foreword" again asserted that "basic doctrine evolves from experience and from analysis of the continuing impact of new developments," the manual did not, in fact, demonstrate an appreciation of the difficulties involved in the employment of air power in World War II and Korea. Instead, the manual emphasized strategic attacks on both military installations and "major cities" as a means to destroy an enemy's capability and will to wage war, thereby demonstrating the Air Force's continuing belief in the traditional ACTS ideas.

Events in 1958 soon led to a significant shift in doctrinal development. First, the Air Staff rejected an AU draft of a revised AFM 1-2, believing that rapid advances in technology had made attempts to publish doctrine outmoded. Then, under the Defense Reorganization Act of 1958, the Air Staff supplanted AU as the entity responsible for preparing the basic doctrine manual. Lieutenant General W.E. Todd, AU commander, quickly asserted that the 1955 AFM 1-2 was "so far out of date that it has practically become archaic." In response, the Air Staff published a revision on 1 December 1959.

Despite Gen. Todd's criticism, the Air Staff actually made only a few minor changes to the wording of the manual's
five brief chapters. The "Foreword," much of the body of the manual, and statements emphasizing that attacks against an enemy nation could "...reduce the enemy's will and capacity to resist or to pursue a war objective," remained virtually unchanged. In recognition of new satellite and missile technology, the manual substituted "aerospace" for all references to "air" "forces," "operations," etc. In retaining its old statements, and adding a few new ones stating that "the best preparation for limited war is proper preparation for general war," the Air Force displayed a desire to eschew its frustrating experience fighting a limited war in Korea in favor of its perceived "successful" application of strategic bombing in World War II.

The statements in AFM 1-2 also reflected the growing predominance of strategic air power thinking in the Air Force during the 1950s and 1960s. In Air Force slang, the service had been "SACumsized." Dr. Earl H. Tilford, historian, former Air Force intelligence officer and editor of Air University Review, examined this period in his book Setup: What the Air Force Did in Vietnam and Why. In Tilford's opinion, "from the late 1950s and into the 1960s Air Force thinking and writing became increasingly insipid." This lack of critical thinking led to inflexible and unsubstantiated dogma rather than carefully considered doctrine. Airmen believed that bombers and nuclear weapons could win any kind of war. Above all, "the fact that limited wars
are, indeed, very different from conventional war was
gotten after Korea." 40

Advocates of "flexible response" in the early 1960s,
especially in the Kennedy administration, attempted to im-
prove U.S. military capabilities across the spectrum of con-
flict. 41 The Air Force responded by completely refocusing
its doctrine to meet the new concept of national security
engendered by the proliferation of thermonuclear weapons. 42
In doing so, its basic doctrine moved away even further from
experience as the basis for operational guidance.

Published as AFM 1-1 on 14 August 1964, the new United
States Air Force Basic Doctrine bore the signature of Air
Force Chief of Staff, Gen. Curtis LeMay. The "Foreword," in
declaring the new focus of the doctrine, stated the
following:

Basic doctrine evolves through the continuing
analysis and testing of military operations in the
light of national objectives and the changing military
environment. Accordingly, the thermonuclear age has
created conditions necessitating a rapid advance in the
development of new concepts for air warfare. 43

While implying that analysis of experience played some role
in the conceptual development of doctrine, the 1964 manual
seemed reminiscent of the visionary ideas espoused by ACTS,
merely substituting thermonuclear weapons for conventional.
In keeping with this emphasis on the new "national objec-
tives" of "flexible response," the chapter "Employment of
Aerospace Forces in General War" discussed counterforce and
countervalue targetting, still calling for the destruction of "major urban/industrial areas of the enemy."44

Certainly a strong argument exists that the perceived Soviet threat and nuclear arms build-up of the early 1960s required Air Force thinking oriented towards nuclear war. The dismissal of the Korean War as a subject of little relevance to doctrinal development both reflected and resulted from the continued focus by the Air Force on preparing for a major war with the Soviets. In retrospect, though, Korea should have demonstrated the need for greater thinking about air power and limited war in non-industrialized nations.

To be fair, the 1964 AFM 1-1 did contain a one and a half-page chapter on "Employment of Aerospace Forces in Counterinsurgency." It stressed the importance of enhancing the indigenous support of the local government through Air Force civic actions. In combat operations, "when insurgents have been separated from the cover of civilian communities, hunter-killer aircraft can be used to destroy hard-core units."* The chapter also held the ability to locate and attack enemy supply routes, regardless of weather and possible location in adjacent countries, essential to

*Emphasis added. This prescription was not always followed during the Vietnam War, as evidenced by the origins of Air Force Maj. Chester I. Brown's now cliche'd statement "We had to destroy the village to save it." For a fuller account, see George Donelson Moss, Vietnam: An American Ordeal (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1990), p. 253.
effective interdiction. Unfortunately, events in 1965 would quickly prove the inadequacy of this chapter, and the manual in general, to meeting the conditions actually faced in Vietnam.

Many works have thoroughly analyzed air power and its use in Vietnam. Operation "Rolling Thunder" from 1965 to 1968 has received a great deal of the attention because of its attempt to employ strategic bombing to influence the will of the North Vietnamese by destroying their military and scant industrial capabilities. Critical scholarship has since pointed out that the planning and organization of "Rolling Thunder" stemmed from Air Force beliefs in strategic bombing nurtured since the 1930s. And, despite a reasonable degree of "control of the sky" (again, as the USSBS had projected), this thinking proved unsuited for the kind of war actually being fought. The failure of "Rolling Thunder" to achieve its desired objectives called into question Air Force doctrine. As one Air Force officer and authority on doctrine has since remarked about "Rolling Thunder," "in the aftermath of Vietnam and in the midst of the doubts that war raised, can we honestly say that we know how air power can best be used to achieve decisive results across the spectrum of conflict?"

Some of the experiences from Vietnam, the invasion of Czechoslovakia, and the Middle East War of 1967 left the Air Force thinking its doctrine needed revision. After four
years rewriting drafts, the Air Staff published a new AFM
1-1 on 28 September 1971. Although still dominated by
chapters on the employment of air power in a nuclear war,
the new edition considered the terms "general war" and
"limited war" overly broad since, "to be appropriate as well
as effective, military power must relate to a wide spectrum
of potential military involvement." For the first time,
the manual had a chapter devoted to "special operations," as
well as a short section actually addressing the Air Force's
role in space (the 1959 and 1964 editions had incorporated
the term "aerospace" without further defining any space
missions). More importantly, the new manual returned to specifically stating that doctrine "is based on an accumulation of
knowledge gained through study, military experience, and
test." It still defined "strategic attack" "as an attack
by means of aerospace forces directed at selected vital
targets of an enemy nation so as to destroy its war-making
capacity or will to fight." Yet, in what might have been
the first small recognition of the questionable effectiveness of strategic bombing, the manual placed "strategic
attack" sixth, and last, in its list of Air Force basic
tasks.*

*This version was also the only one signed by the Vice
Chief of Staff rather than the Chief of Staff. The author
has found no explanation for this. It seems far too
coincidental to explain it as a rejection by the Chief of
Staff of the manual's denigration of strategic attack.
A study by AU's Air Command and Staff College (ACSC) in 1972 further indicated that some Air Force officers had begun to question the efficacy of strategic attacks. The 1972 ACSC study of basic doctrine culminated with a proposed new AFM 1-1. This draft highlighted the difficulty of producing specific military, political, and psychological effects through the use of aerospace forces. It relied on historical examples to illustrate its point, as seen in the following:

A military victory can be a psychological defeat. The 1968 Tet offensive was a military victory by the United States but a political and psychological victory for the Viet Cong. The psychological effects of the Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor united the American people against a common enemy. The psychological effects of all operations must be considered to ensure the proper employment of aerospace forces.

This recognition that strategic attack might not destroy an enemy's will bears some similarity to the remark in the 1953 and 1954 versions of AFM 1-1 on "positive and negative" "emotional response" (the manuals that AU wrote before the Air Staff assumed full responsibility for basic doctrine).

Events in Vietnam, however, soon gave the Air Force what it believed to be "proof" that strategic bombing could destroy an enemy's will to fight. Operation "Linebacker II" in December 1972 employed air power in strategic bombing missions reminiscent of World War II. It brought an end to the Vietnam War, while vindicating to many airmen Air Force doctrine and its belief in the ability of strategic bombing to destroy an enemy's will. It also gave rise to the myth
that had such a bombing campaign, unhindered by political restrictions, been conducted from 1965 to 1968, the war would have ended sooner. Critical scholarship has since refuted this. Many historians have also asserted that the treaty "Linebacker II" compelled the North Vietnamese to sign differed little from one previously agreed to. Nevertheless, re-armed with "experience" that confirmed the capabilities of air power and strategic bombing, the Air Force revised its basic doctrine again.

Published on 15 January 1975, the new AFM 1-1 drew heavily from the ACSC draft, but deleted the paragraph on the psychological effects of strategic attack. It contained only twelve pages organized into three chapters, a dramatic reduction from the 1964 version’s seven chapters and the 1971 version’s six. Yet, like previous manuals it retained a heavy emphasis on nuclear warfare capabilities and operations. It also stated that "USAF Basic Doctrine is derived from knowledge gained through experience, study, analysis and test." Reflecting the Air Force’s view of its most recent experience, the manual’s list of basic missions re-ordered the 1971 list, returning strategic attack to the top.

The disparity between the size of the 1971 and 1975 manuals, and their lists of basic tasks and missions, mirrored larger problems and changes within the Air Staff during the 1970s. By 1974 the Directorate of Doctrine (HQ
USAF/XOD) had little time to actually think about doctrine. As one XOD officer commented that year, "sometimes we feel we are so busy stamping ants we let the elephants come thundering over us." Again, Futrell's history, Ideas, Concepts, Doctrine, documents the numerous doctrinal studies and Air Staff reorganizations undertaken to improve doctrinal development and scope. These efforts did little to remedy the problems, for as one doctrine expert reflected, 1979 represented "the nadir of Air Force doctrine."

On 14 February 1979 the Air Force published a new AFM 1-1, entitled Functions and Basic Doctrine of the United States Air Force. At over 75 pages, it far surpassed all previous editions in length. In the "Foreword," Chief of Staff Gen. Lew Allen maintained that "the experience and ideas of dedicated leaders in the world of airpower" over the previous 60 years had "gradually led to reasoned change" in doctrine. He added that "whether you are enlisted, an officer, or a civilian in the Air Force family, I believe this manual will help you think seriously about why we are in business..." The format and content of the 1979 AFM 1-1, however, made it difficult to take the manual "seriously." Nor did its content reveal much "reasoned change" based on analysis of experience. Its length stemmed not from the addition of text, of which there was very little, but from the use of numerous quotations, graphics, and illustrations of famous
people and aircraft, which led to its being dubbed the "comic book edition." Under its list of missions, it placed "strategic aerospace offense" first, calling for attacks ". . . against any of the enemy's vital targets and thereby destroy[ing] the enemy's ability and will to continue the war." These deficiencies, and others, would receive a great deal of criticism from both scholars and Air Force officers during the 1980s.

This review of Air Force basic doctrine and its related manuals reveals the particular bias of the service in its analysis of experience. That many doctrinal assertions could not be proven through an objective review of air power history mattered little. Historian Donald Mrozek, in a 1988 publication, traced the origins of the "Air Force's chronic impatience with history" to the prophecies of Billy Mitchell. These prophecies became ingrained as doctrine first through the teachings at ACTS, and then through years of bloody fighting in World War II. After the war, according to another air power historian, "the marriage of the atomic bomb to Guilio Douhet's precepts clouded the vision of Air Force leaders with 'congenital conservatism.'" Senior airmen deemed experiences in Korea irrelevant, preferring to rest on the laurels of perceived successes in World War II.

This conservatism readily appeared in the successive editions of AFM 1-1. Since the 1953 version, the Air Force
had overlooked that part of its history which contradicted or did not fit with its belief in the ability of strategic bombing/strategic attack/strategic aerospace offense to destroy an enemy's will to fight. The Air Force also narrowly focused its doctrine on a large-scale war against an industrialized adversary. A recent thesis for the Air Force School of Advanced Airpower Studies (SAAS) similarly found that "the 1971, 1974, and 1979 versions of Air Force basic doctrine largely ignored Vietnam, just as previous doctrine writers had forgotten about Korea." Analysis of experience held value only if it confirmed dogma.

Occasionally, critical analysis of history crept into doctrinal thinking, as seen in the remarks about the psychological effects of strategic attack in the 1953 and 1954 versions of AFM 1-1 and the 1972 ACSC study. Overshadowed by the inflexible belief in the capabilities of strategic bombers and bombing, these statements had little impact. "The independent and unique role of strategic air power," asserted historian Michael R. Terry, "remained the mainstay in Air Force thinking and budgetary justifications." Independence as a branch of the military required the ability to win wars independently, and a doctrine that specifically stated this.

The propensity to dismiss history and open-minded historical analysis betrays an institutional and organizational shortcoming. Several historical works have discussed
the Air Force’s narrow focus on the future of strategic bombing and bombers to the exclusion of both analysis of past experiences and tactical aviation. These works generally cite the need to justify independence and budgetary appropriations, the technological nature of air power, and the rapid advances in bomber aircraft aero-dynamics from the 1920s to the 1960s as the main factors in Air Force intellectual inertia.\textsuperscript{71} A more in-depth study of the causes and nature of this organizational failing would benefit from the expertise of a social scientist, and, as previously noted, fall outside the scope of this thesis.

While a variety of reasons existed for the selective use of history in the formulation of Air Force basic doctrine, the results remain undeniable. Numerous historians have documented how the Air Force planned and built its post-World War II and -Korean war force structure around strategic bombing and strategic bombers, while forsaking tactical air power.\textsuperscript{72} As Professor Holley remarked in his 1974 Harmon lecture, the failure to exercise rigorous thinking caused the whole service to suffer. The Air Force had little to offer in Vietnam except a return to its pre-World War II thinking. Consequently, air power was misused, and pilots often flew the wrong kinds of missions in the wrong kinds of aircraft.\textsuperscript{73}

Empirical evidence existed to refute specific doctrinal statements. However, as Dr. Tilford has written, "since the
theories of air power were grounded in prophecies that had no real basis in historical fact, questioning doctrines and the strategies built on those theories tended toward heresy. This aura of immutability coincided with "a steady decline in the intellectual quality of articles" in the professional journal of the Air Force, Air University Review. The Air Force of the 1950s, 1960s, and early 1970s had not fostered a service in which officers could challenge established doctrinal beliefs with new and critical interpretations of the available historical evidence.

The Air Staff, responsible for the formulation of doctrine since 1958, suffered not only from these larger institutional problems, but also from its own organizational difficulties. According to Professor Holley, the Air Staff never established criteria for the selection of officers to write doctrine manuals. The military's assignment process also meant that the Air Staff had a "revolving door," as different officers came and went. In general, there was no way of ensuring that officers qualified to critically analyze past experiences actually wrote doctrine.

The lack of any formal procedural-manual for the formulation of doctrine, and the fact that research material was scattered between Bolling AFB, D.C., and AU, further hindered the efforts of the Air Staff. With much of their energy devoted to "fighting for the Air Force" and meeting
other projects with more immediate suspense dates, little
time remained for critical thinking. Every institutional
and organizational arrangement worked against the formu-
lation of sound doctrine based on a rigorous analysis of
experience.76

These criticism do not imply that Air Staff officers
never reviewed air power history. The arguments presented
in this chapter assume just the opposite. When the time
existed, many officers actually did derive doctrinal asser-
tions from an analysis of what had historically worked best.
Unfortunately, many generally accepted beliefs about the
effectiveness of air power and strategic bombing were
repeatedly taken as historical facts. Doctrine, as
described by Professor Holley, remained nothing more than
"generalizations" lacking "assurances that they were based
on a multiplicity of cases."77

Lacking an institutional appreciation for the study of
history, an organization suited to such a task, and a staff
of qualified officers to perform it, Air Force doctrine
suffered. By 1979 AFM 1-1 had been reduced to a "comic
book." The enduring challenge of doctrine had proven too
difficult to meet without rigorous and objective analysis of
experience. The Air Force, according to one doctrine
expert, had lost its bearings in the "doctrinal
wilderness."78 However, officers and scholars had begun to
offer suggestions on how the Air Force could extricate
itself. Their comments and criticisms deserve close scrutiny.
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Chapter 2

"Amid the confusion, accusations, and suspicions that surrounded air power doctrine since 1965, perceptive airmen have begun to realize that war is not the simplistic affair visualized by the pioneers of air power doctrine." -- Col. Dennis M. Drew, 1986.

As the previous chapter revealed, Air Force doctrine, as articulated in AFM 1-1, espoused a belief in the capabilities of air power and strategic attack not fully substantiated by empirical evidence and experience. A decline in critical thinking within the Air Force had resulted in the continual acceptance of old ideas coupled with the new atomic weapons. The quality and narrow focus of articles found in U.S. military professional journals, particularly the Air University Review, during the 1950s, 1960s, and early 1970s also attested to this decline, as Dr. Tilford remarked and as confirmed by other historians.

But in the wake of Vietnam, and then Professor Holley's 1974 lecture, some Air Force officers began to question their doctrine and its development. Essays at the senior military colleges, especially AU's Air Command and Staff College, and articles in Air University Review
examined past and present doctrine and doctrinal concepts. While the exact impact of these papers and articles remains difficult to judge, their content indicates an increase in critical analysis. It is also worthwhile to discuss their content in order to judge the degree to which later editions of AFM 1-1 incorporated suggested changes.

In 1973, one Air Force officer attending the National War College argued that "the 1965-1968 air campaign in North Vietnam violated to a great extent the principles of air power doctrine." His essay embraced the somewhat parochial view that "political constraints" had as much to do with the failure of air power in "Rolling Thunder" as did "...the lack of a significant [North Vietnamese] war making, industrial structure. . . ." The essay, though, traced the roots of some of these problems to a lack of objective thinking. It clearly stated "...that nuclear strategy, escalation, gradualism, and deterrence have so dominated thinking in the last 20 or so years that nonnuclear air power doctrine and its historical lessons have been forgotten." The fact that these same topics dominated AFM 1-1 evidences this point.

Five other Air Force officers combined their work at ACSC to produce "A Critical Analysis of USAF Basic Doctrine" in the same year. A key section by Maj. Dale C. Tabor (a major general as of 1992) reviewed previous manuals. Tabor
helped explain part of the reason why some doctrinal statements rarely changed:

It is apparent that once a principle or concept was published in one of the manuals, it tended to be carried to the next manual. In view of the lengthy time spent in coordinating and approving changes to basic doctrine, this tendency to carry forward items most likely stemmed from the rationale that if it sold once it probably would sell again.

Tabor's postulation makes sense given that all of the manuals had to receive approval from the Air Staff hierarchy in Washington, D.C.

Yet, even the Air Staff attempted to stimulate new thinking, undertaking a "Conceptual Issue Series" of papers in early 1975. Air University Review published one of these papers in its winter issue of that same year. The article called for the Air Force to step back and re-examine its fundamental beliefs about the nature of air power in order to meet the technological increases and budgetary decreases of the mid-1970s. Its author lamented that "nowhere in the Air Force do we see a bold, bubbling fountain of fresh ideas. In the field of concepts the Air Force has become a status-quo institution, feeling middle age and inclined to rephrase proven formulas."

An ACSC study in May 1976 helped explain this lack of "fresh ideas." Entitled "United States Air Force Basic Doctrine -- Whatever That Is," it maintained that few officers analyzed doctrine partly because they inadequately understood it, and partly because they did not wish "to
challenge the corporate experts and judgement" of the Air
Staff. Part of the confusion, according to the author,
stemmed from viewing doctrine as a set of strict guidelines.
Instead, "basic doctrine just might make more sense when
viewed as a departure point for future thought and decision
making than it does when viewed as a guide for the employ-
ment of aerospace forces." The 1992 edition of AFM 1-1
would eventually, and explicitly, echo this view.

Another ACSC study one year later went even further in
criticizing doctrine and suggesting remedies. Maj. Leland
Conner presented a lengthy review of the Air Force doctrine
process for AFM 1-2 and AFM 1-1. Like the previous study,
Conner found little impetus for Air Force officers to
analyze doctrine. Consequently, written doctrine had
evolved haphazardly and sporadically, often resulting in
manuals that inadequately addressed current political and
military considerations. At first this problem with the
manuals stemmed from the requirement that AU obtain approval
for doctrine manuals from the Air Staff. After 1958, the
problem stemmed from having the Air Staff as the sole agency
responsible for doctrine since "...the Washington milieu
seems to foster confusion, frustration, and inefficiency." To
stimulate creative thinking, and enhance the doctrinal
process, Conner suggested that "a central Air University
office should be designated as the primary agency of
responsibility for basic doctrine."
As already noted, the 1979 edition of AFM 1-1 seems to have derived little benefit from all these studies and articles. The manual did offer a fresh presentation with quotations from historical figures, but this did not mean that much thoughtful analysis of experience had taken place. In fact, those authors who encouraged more officers to study doctrine might have seen the 1979 manual and some of the initial reactions to it as a step backward. For example, one officer stated in 1979 in the less than scholarly Air Force Magazine that "probably the best written, most thought-provoking, and useful version of AFM 1-1 is the current edition. It contains less esoteric doctrinal language, making the text much more readable."^{16}

Fortunately, for the Air Force, not all officers were so easily enamored of the new manual. Officers in the early 1980s continued to publish articles critical of doctrine. Many of these increasingly emphasized the benefits of studying air power history.

Maj. Robert C. Ehrhart, an associate professor of history at the Air Force Academy with a Ph.D. in military history, authored one such article. In 1977 he had served as part of an Air Staff project seeking ways to better define and refine doctrine and its development. On the basis of his research, Maj. Ehrhart published "Some Thoughts on Air Force Doctrine" in Air University Review in early 1980.\textsuperscript{17}
Maj. Ehrhart thought that doctrine "explains what air forces are capable and incapable of doing and why they should be structured and used in certain ways," thus providing "general guidance." He warned of the dangers of founding doctrine primarily on unsubstantiated theories, arguing instead that "doctrine must be based on a critical analysis of what air power did and did not do in specific situations rather than on institutional shibboleths, widely accepted but not really proved." To foster this, he stated that "...we need to establish a stronger link between those responsible for the development and implementation of doctrine and those agencies within the Air Force involved in historical research." An objective historical approach, in Maj. Ehrhart's opinion, would provide the Air Force with the best means to discern the best guidelines. Above all, he felt that "we must rid ourselves of the notion that air power can do anything and everything."

The publication of Maj. Ehrhart's thoughts about increasing historical awareness coincided with the establishment of an organization well-suited to the task. During 1979 and 1980, Col. Thomas A. Fabyanic, Chief of the Military Studies Division at AU's Air War College (AWC) argued for and received approval to create the Airpower Research Institute (ARI) at AU. Col. Fabyanic had outstanding qualifications as the head of the new organization devoted to studying air power and its history. He had flown
in combat in Vietnam, written a Ph.D. dissertation in 1973 on U.S. air war planning in World War II, and taught history at the Air Force Academy. In June 1980, ARI officially began operations with a staff of three, devoting most of the next two years to work on a monograph series on Vietnam.\textsuperscript{23}

Within one year, a new AU commander, Lt. Gen. Charles G. Cleveland, proposed that ARI become part of a larger center for air power and doctrinal studies. However, according to Dr. Futrell, Gen. Jerome F. O’Malley, the deputy Chief of Staff for Operations, Plans, and Readiness (HQ USAF/XO) for the Air Staff, "reasoned that the responsibility for doctrinal development ought to remain in Washington since the Air Force needed a doctrine spokesman in the Pentagon to look after its interests." Negotiations for the larger organization would continue until 1983.\textsuperscript{24}

Maj. Ehrhart’s ideas also enjoyed the sympathetic ear of one member of the Air Staff itself. Col. Alan L. Gropman held key positions in Air Staff agencies responsible for long-range planning and doctrine from 1978 to 1981 (and would again in 1984). Gropman, a Ph.D. in history, a former Director of Military History at the Air Force Academy, and a distinguished graduate of the Air War College in 1978, made every effort to secure officers with history degrees for duties with the Air Staff agencies writing doctrine. Maj. Ehrhart would eventually be one of these officers.\textsuperscript{25}
Meanwhile, Air Force officers continued to analyze doctrine in professional journals. In January 1982, Air University Review published one of its most thought provoking articles, "Of Trees and Leaves: A New View of Doctrine," by Lt. Col. Dennis M. Drew. Drew, Chief of the Warfare Studies Division at ACSC, based his article on the premise that much confusion existed in military writings on doctrine mostly because "airmen loathe to admit that history, especially 'pre-air power' history, contains lessons applicable to contemporary thinking." He then offered a simple definition of doctrine (which he admittedly based on the lectures of Professor Holley) and a conceptual model for understanding different types of doctrine. Most importantly, Drew felt that "...the primary source of military doctrine is military history," and that "even a cursory examination of Air Force Manual 1-1 reveals that it does not fulfill doctrine's analytical function." Without this analytical dimension, Air Force basic doctrine could not perform the essential task of teaching the service's beliefs to its own members.

Col. Drew followed this article with another in Air University Review in March. His award-winning "War, Politics, and Hostile Will" challenged traditional military "assumptions about the object of war." He differentiated the hostile will of an enemy people from that of its leadership, and argued that the ACTS theorists had thought both
could be destroyed by military force. Unfortunately, "the evidence of relatively recent history indicates that military actions which compel policy compliance cannot by themselves effectively attack an enemy's hostile will." From this, Drew concluded that war required the use of military and non-military power to overcome enemy will. As clearly seen in these two articles, Col. Drew had done much thinking about the two important subjects of doctrine and how to affect an enemy's will.

Professor Holley himself contributed to the discussion of history and doctrine with his 1983 Air University Review article "Of Saber Charges, Escort Fighters, and Spacecraft -- The Search for Doctrine." In it he explained how bombers, and a doctrine focused on strategic bombing, came to dominate thinking in the Air Corps because "...officers too often seem to have been unaware of, or insensitive to, the need for developing rigorous standards of objectivity when assessing the meager shreds of available evidence." The failure by some senior airmen in World War II to perform in-depth analysis led to severe losses during unescorted bombing missions. To prevent such mistakes from re-occurring, Professor Holley maintained that "we must have officers who insist on hard evidence based on experience or experiment in support of every inference they draw and every conclusion they reach." He ended his article by identifying a need within the Air Force for a "sound organization"
staffed by officers willing to challenge and contradict accepted, and unsubstantiated, beliefs.  

One of Professor Holley's colleagues helped meet this need. Dr. Williamson Murray of Ohio State, a major in the Air Force Reserve with a B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. in history from Yale, had begun to acquire a reputation as a leading doctrine scholar. Through the nascent ARI, Murray had published his brilliant analysis *Strategy for Defeat: The Luftwaffe, 1933-1945* in January 1983. He went on to publish an article comparing pre-World War II Luftwaffe doctrine with the 1979 edition of AFM 1-1 in *The Journal of Strategic Studies* in December 1983.

In the article, Dr. Murray sharply criticized AFM 1-1 and its use of pictures, quotations, and graphics, since they "...hardly create a serious tone -- the type of tone necessary for a manual discussing matters which in the final analysis involve life and death." Among other problems, Murray listed first the manual's "internal contradictions." Specifically, he felt that the manual reflected the early theorists' beliefs in the unparalleled ability of air power to attack any element of an enemy's military resources, while ignoring the difficulties air power had in Vietnam. In general, Dr. Murray found the manual lacking any frame of reference to guide the employment of air power in future conflicts, and written as if Vietnam "had never occurred."
Since the mid-1970s Air Force officers had offered much in the way of constructive criticism, as seen in the aforementioned articles and studies. The lack of insightful analysis of history had emerged as a common target of criticism. However, the ideas put forth by these officers should not be viewed in isolation. Larger forces within the military and the Air Force had made self-examination and an increased awareness of history not just necessary, but also possible.

The American military of the 1970s and early 1980s suffered many problems and setbacks. Vietnam had severely shaken its confidence, and the confidence of the American people in it. Perceived "failures" and difficulties during the Mayaguez incident in 1975, at "Desert One" in 1980, and in Beirut, Grenada, and Lebanon in 1983 did little to restore confidence.\(^{37}\)

The services responded by vastly increasing their training and planning, significantly aided by an equally vast increase in the military budget under the administration of President Reagan. During the early 1980s, all of the services established training centers for large-scale operations, entered into joint agreements on combat operations such as the Army and Air Force "AirLand Battle," and spent money to improve personnel and equipment. All of these measures would help restore military capability and confidence.\(^{38}\)
Within the Air Force, changes also abounded. Former bomber pilots and SAC officers began to lose their dominance in the Air Force hierarchy, as fighter pilots rose to the senior levels of leadership.\(^{39}\) In 1982 and 1983 Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. Charles A. Gabriel signed several agreements with the Army and Navy to enhance joint operations and the development of joint doctrine.\(^{40}\) According to the Chief of the Air Force Office of History at that time, Dr. Richard H. Kohn, the increase in funding for the Air Force reduced interservice rivalry. This led to the biggest change of all. The Air Force "came out of the defensive crouch" it had assumed since the 1940s and 1950s.\(^{41}\)

This renewed confidence, and the efforts of Gen. Gabriel, spurred an interest in history. The Chief of Staff had the assistance of his new Deputy Director for Plans and Operations (USAF/XO), Gen. John T. Chain, a former fighter pilot. Dr. Kohn has praised Gen. Chain as "a very ethical man who emphasized honesty and speaking frankly within and outside the Air Force." Together, the generals fostered programs and organizations specifically designed to increase awareness of air power history. For example, the Air Force sent some of their most senior and thoughtful people to AU (such as Gen. Cleveland), it established AU as a separate major command in 1983, and completed plans to make ARI part of a larger Center for Aerospace Doctrine, Research and
Education (CADRE) in January 1983 (with Col. Drew holding one of the senior positions).  

As a part of this renaissance, the Air Force extensively revised AFM 1-1 during 1983, releasing it as *Basic Aerospace Doctrine of the United States Air Force* on 16 March 1984. This edition was primarily the work of one man, Maj. Clayton R. Frishkorn, of the Doctrine and Concepts Division (XOXID) of the Air Staff. Maj. Ehrhart served in the same office at the time. To what degree Maj. Frishkorn agreed with the ideas Maj. Ehrhart had espoused in his 1980 article, or was aware of some of the previously discussed works, has proven difficult to discover. However, the merits and detractions of the 1984 AFM 1-1 are easily discernible.

The manual represented a tremendous improvement over the 1979 edition. The cartoon-like graphics had been eliminated, with only three figures illustrating command structures remaining. Four concise chapters covered the subjects "Military Instrument of National Power," "Employing Aerospace Forces," "Missions and Specialized Tasks," and "Organizing, Training, Equipping, and Sustaining Aerospace Forces," all in forty-three pages of text. Handsomely bound in a dark blue plastic-covered three-ring binder approximately seven inches by ten inches, it had the look and feel of an important document.
It also contained two informative "annexes," indicative of the attempts to increase historical awareness within the Air Force. The first annex provided a six-page history of the "Evolution of Basic Doctrine." Although this section described in very flattering terms the evolution of thinking in previous AFM 1-1s, it did acknowledge that "both the 1953 version and its 1954 successor focused almost completely on the World War II experience, leaving out experiences learned in the Korean War," and that the 1955 and 1959 versions did little to change this. The second annex contained a "Selected Bibliography and Reading List." While this section included a variety of important works on war, strategy, doctrine, and decision making, it sorely lacked critical evaluations of the Vietnam War.*

Doctrine was now considered to be "an accumulation of knowledge which is gained primarily from the study and analysis of experience" [emphasis added]. Yet, in keeping with "tradition," the manual made a selective use of history in formulating its doctrinal statements. In an obvious and carefully worded reflection on the divisive effects of the Vietnam conflict, the manual contained the statement that

"the fabric of our society and the character of our national values suggest that the decision to employ U.S. military forces depends on a clear declaration of objectives and the support of the American people."48

In defining "objective," it held the destruction of an enemy’s military forces and will to fight as "the ultimate military objective of war." The manual added the Clausewitzian warning that "war is a means to achieving a political objective and must never be considered apart from the political end."49 The manual’s explicit recognition of some important lessons from air power history and Vietnam, however, did not go much further than these subtle reminders of the limits of military power in general.

"Strategic Aerospace Offense" headed the list of Air Force missions.50 In an almost verbatim return to the language of the 1953 and 1954 editions, this manual stated that "successful strategic attacks directed against the heartland will normally produce direct effects on an enemy nation or alliance."51 An even more bizarre combination of long-held beliefs could be seen in the following section found under the title "Exploit the Psychological Impact of Aerospace Power":

The effect and influence of air actions can produce emotional responses in the armed forces and the people of a nation or alliance. These responses, depending upon how a commander employs aerospace forces, can be of a positive or negative nature. By carefully considering the social structure of a nation or alliance, commanders can exploit those elements of the enemy’s structure that may divide or undermine unity of pur-
pose, generate internal strife, or force a political or military change in objectives. 52

This paragraph repeated almost exactly the words of the 1953 manual (see pages 16-17 of this thesis). It also echoed Douhet's claim that "a complete breakdown of social structure cannot but take place in a country subject to..." strategic bombing. 53 Finally, it evidenced the continuing dogmatic practice by the Air Force of making claims of strategic bombing not fully borne out by history.

The writers at AU of the 1953 manual had only the experience gained from World War II and the ongoing war in Korea on which to base their conclusions. This provided some excuse for their limited analysis. By 1984, however, the Air Force could draw on a far greater body of historical knowledge for hard evidence to support the inferences it drew, as Professor Holley and others suggested it should. As previously discussed, no war had proven that air power, independent of other considerations, could completely destroy an enemy nation's will to fight. The claim that strategic attack could "generate internal strife" even stretched the Air Force's mythical belief that "Linebacker II" had won the Vietnam War; the only country that had experienced internal strife as a result of the campaign was the United States of America, as thousands protested the "Christmas Bombings."

In some ways, the 1984 edition of AFM 1-1 served as one of the most professional attempts to articulate Air Force
doctrine. Its sections on employment patterns, missions and tasks, and operational command structures provided real, and much needed, guidance. But, the manual's failure to address the limitations and checkered history of air power, lack of evidence to support pivotal statements, and propensity to extoll the broad range of capabilities afforded by air power prevented it from serving as a good example of a truly rigorous, broad-minded, or even new analysis of experience. Many of the criticisms offered by officers in the previous years had not been answered.

As might be expected, the new AFM 1-1 became an important topic in *Air University Review*. The September 1984 editorial praised the new manual as a significant improvement over the "cartoon doctrine" of 1979. "Doubtless," it added, "there will be ideas in the manual that will elicit disagreement," illustrating the "enduring challenge" posed by doctrine. Appropriately, two articles on Air Force doctrine immediately followed the editorial.

The first one, written by Col. Clifford R. Krieger, Chief of the Doctrine and Concepts Division (XOXID) (the office responsible for the development of AFM 1-1, and Maj. Frishkorn's boss), rightly praised the new manual's concept of aerospace force employment and its explanation of Air Force missions. Looking ahead, Krieger identified a need to refine thinking on theater- and operational-level warfare, topics that would receive a great deal of attention
in the years ahead. He optimistically concluded that the Air Force would always work to improve its doctrine.

Col. Krieger also explained why the manual did not provide supporting historical evidence. "First, it would have run the volume to approximately 250 pages. Second, the detailed historical basis for concepts is not of much interest to a large number of airmen, who are looking for distilled doctrine." This latter contention raises the questions of whether professional airmen inherently should be interested in air power history, and whether doctrine should foster such an interest. It also suggests that XOXID had resigned itself to the dearth of intellectual thinking many had found within the Air Force. Ironically (and of central concern to this thesis), the search for "distilled doctrine" stimulated the unique approach to doctrine soon to be developed at CADRE.

The other article on doctrine in Air University Review that month strongly argued that the Air Force had so entangled itself in abstract definitions of doctrine and roles and missions that "...since 1947, the keepers of U.S. air power doctrine have viewed their inheritance as holy writ more in need of protection than of evolution or change." The authors, Lt. Col. Barry D. Watts and Maj. James O. Hale, both of whom served on the Air Staff and had flown fighters in Vietnam, adamantly felt that "any attempt to develop concepts, doctrines, and principles for the actual practice
of war that fails to ground itself squarely in concrete battle experience risks outright disaster." Finally, they encouraged other officers to question the new 1-1 because "however one elects to think about basic air power doctrine, it must be firmly grounded on hard evidence."63

Other officers were indeed questioning the new manual, and the lack of hard evidence used to support certain assertions. Col. Fabyanic, the first ARI director, now retired, reviewed the manual for the Air Force Assistant Vice Chief of Staff. In his reply in October 1984, Fabyanic complimented the manual and its discussion of employment concepts as "...a serious effort to grapple with the essence of doctrine..." He added that the manual needed to go much further in discussing "the nature of war," "its attendant notions of friction, chance, and uncertainty," and the "limitations of aerospace power at various levels of conflict."64

In general, Col. Fabyanic considered Air Force doctrine an attempt to deal with current military problems and ideas while "...working at the margins of a doctrine articulated at the Air Corps Tactical School during the 1930s." More specifically, he complained that "...this manual, like its predecessor, is written as if Vietnam never occurred. As professional officers we should find that omission inexcusable." To remedy these deficiencies, Col. Fabyanic suggested that hand-picked groups of officers with "demon-
strated ability to think creatively about doctrine" work in competition with XOXID on the next revision.65 Given the course of events from 1985 to 1988 (explored in the next chapter), his proposal seems to have generated little interest.

Dr. Williamson Murray also offered his comments on the new manual. In a November 1984 letter to Col. Alan Gropman, now serving as the head of XOXIO, an Air Staff agency co-equal with XOXID, Murray echoed Fabyanic’s praise for the manual as a "serious" improvement over "the pervious [sic] sorry edition." He also felt that "the manual by oversimplifying the case for airpower downplays the frictions of combat operations as well as minimizing what the enemy can do in return."66 More importantly, Murray found numerous statements in the manual to have no basis whatsoever in historical fact, and many to actually contradict the historical record. In many places, he found the manual attempting to restore to prominence the unsubstantiated and "...extravagant claims of Donhet [sic], Trenchard, Mitchell and the Air Corps Tactical School."67

Fabyanic and Murray were not the only officers faulting Air Force doctrine for failing to take into account the Clausewitzian concept of "friction" in war. In December 1984, Lt. Col. Watts published, through CADRE, his provocative study The Foundations of U.S. Air Doctrine: The Problem of Friction in War. In it, he relied on his degrees
in philosophy and mathematics, and his combat experiences in Vietnam, to explain how air campaign planners from the 1930s through the present had developed a mechanistic approach to war that overlooked its uncertain nature. He also asserted that the belief that World War II vindicated the ACTS theory of strategic bombing distorted history.

Finally, Lt. Col. Watts questioned the ability of the Air Force to meet future demands of national security unless we manage to attain some measure of objectivity, of informed historical perspective regarding our more deeply held beliefs about the air weapon. Clearly, Fabyanic, Murray, and Watts believed in the need for a strong relationship between the objective study of military history and Air Force doctrine. In this, their comments differed little from those of Ehrhart, Drew, and Holley. Together, they represented a group of officers who since the early 1970s had criticized doctrine in the hopes of improving it. As already discussed, the Air Force in the 1980s became more interested in the study of doctrine and history, and in some of the ideas and criticisms of these men. This increased organizational awareness manifested itself, in part, in the formation of ARI, and then CADRE.

As previously mentioned, the formation of CADRE had been under negotiation since 1981. According to Dr. Kohn, several members of the Air Staff, especially officers in XOXID, opposed its creation. They felt that moving the
responsibility for doctrine away from Washington, D.C., would make it less responsive to Air Force planning needs. To overcome these objections, CADRE specifically worded its mission statement as "conduct basic and applied aerospace power research; to assist in the development, analysis, and testing of concepts, doctrine, and strategy" [emphasis added]. The Center, consisting of ARI, the Aerospace Wargaming Institute, and the Air University Press, officially opened on 3 January 1983. Col. Drew held one of top three positions within ARI, now CADRE's main organization.

With the publication of the books by Murray and Watts, and articles by Drew and other personnel, CADRE quickly established itself as a producer of critical historical works. Much of this had to do with the organization's atmosphere. While working on his two-volume edition of Ideas, Concepts, Doctrine from 1981 to 1985, Dr. Futrell found that "the successive AUCADRE directors...maintained the strong climate of intellectual honesty necessary for the history." Indeed, the spacious, quiet, modern offices of CADRE sharply contrasted with the water-stained walls that surrounded the cramped, noisy, old Pentagon room habitated by the doctrine division of the Air Staff.

In summary, during the 1970s and early 1980s, numerous Air Force officers authored studies, articles, and books criticizing doctrine and suggesting remedies. Although a
significant improvement over its predecessor, the 1984 edition of AFM 1-1 still revealed a limited degree of objective, critical analysis of history in Air Force basic doctrine. The Air Force, however, had begun to increase its interest in military history. Renewed confidence in itself as a secure branch of the service allowed for more rigorous self-criticism.

As part of this increased interest in history, CADRE had begun operations. The Air Force now had an organization specifically devoted to the study of doctrine and military history. Officers at CADRE had the time and resources for critical analysis of experience officers at the Air Staff lacked. In the jargon of organizational theorists, the problem had been "diagnosed," the time was right for "change," and an "outsider" organization was in place. The eventual "paradigm shift" required only the necessary people, and their ideas, to make it happen.76
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Chapter 3

"However, those seeking a more effective force realize that the intellectual ferment must be encouraged and the dialectic process must continue." -- Col. Dennis M. Drew, 1986.

As seen in the previous chapter, many different Air Force officers had offered various criticisms and suggestions for the improvement of AFM 1-1. The Doctrine and Concepts Division of the Air Staff certainly had many ideas it could incorporate into its next manual. XOXID lost little time in its attempt to meet the "enduring challenge" of refining and improving doctrine.

Revision of the 1984 edition seems to have begun almost as soon as the Air Force published it. By the end of August 1985, XOXID had finished a draft of a new and greatly expanded AFM 1-1. This draft contained twice as many chapters as the 1984 edition, discussing "The Nature of War" (a topic Col. Fabyanic had recommended in his 1984 letter), "The Principles of War," "Aerospace Power and the Levels of War," and "Characteristics and Qualities of Aerospace Forces." It proclaimed that "our doctrine dervies [sic] from the study and analysis of past experience interpreted in the light of
current and developing technology and an ever-changing world.\textsuperscript{2} The draft also retained the 1984 manual's recognition of the importance of "the support of the people" in employing military forces, with only a slight rewording of the first chapter. In other areas, though, the proposed revision tried to encompass much more than its predecessor.

To its credit, the 30 August 1985 draft seemed both to recognize some of the lessons of the past and envision the needs of future air campaigns. In discussing strategic operations against important enemy targets, one statement warned commanders that "such attacks may be limited, however, by overriding political concerns, the intensity of enemy defenses, or more pressing operational requirements,"\textsuperscript{3} a clear reference to the environment faced in Vietnam. The increased historical awareness of the Air Force in the 1980s seemed to be having some effect on doctrinal statements.

Additionally, the revision made reference to the important and growing trend in inter-service planning. Regarding the employment of air power it stressed the importance of "...the strongest cooperation of the separate services. Therefore, the joint employment of aerospace forces with land and naval forces is the underlying premise of Air Force Doctrine."\textsuperscript{4}

XOXID quickly solicited comments on its draft, sending a copy to ARI in early September 1985. In a memo to the thirteen ARI reviewers (which included Col. Drew, Lt. Col.
Price T. Bingham and Dr. Stanley Spangler), Lt. Col. Keith W. Geiger, Chief of ARI’s Current Doctrine Division, exhorted the men by writing that "time is short; everyone is swamped, but this is a chance to make your impact!"5 ARI made the most of the opportunity, with the reviewers making copious comments, criticisms, and suggestions on nearly every page of their copies of the draft. CADRE then sent a formal compilation of the comments to XOXID in early October 1985.6

While the draft had deleted claims of air power’s ability to "generate internal strife," certain other statements disturbed the ARI reviewers. In its chapter on the principles of war, the draft stated that "the ultimate objective of war is to neutralize or destroy the enemy’s armed forces and thus his will to fight."7 ARI responded with the following:

There is very little hard evidence that military action can destroy the will to fight or resist. What military actions can do is destroy the ability to fight. On the other hand, there is considerable evidence that non-military political policies play a significant role in overcoming an enemy’s hostile will. Additionally, some military actions can actually increase the will to resist (Pearl Harbor comes to mind).8

The ARI comments also noted the same criticism of the draft’s assertion that strategic offensive operations can be "...conducted against the decision-making processes, war-making capability, and will of an enemy."9 Despite its comprehensive image and new statements, the XOXID draft obviously clung to old, and still unsubstantiated, beliefs.
The ARI reviewers considered the XOXID draft to have two other significant problems in common with past manuals. First, they felt that "the new draft suffers from the same malady as the present manual in that it clearly is focused on a large scale theater war against a modern industrialized enemy." They again referred to lessons drawn from history by adding that "we have ample evidence that being prepared for the 'worst case' does not necessarily prepare one for the 'least case.'" Second, the ARI commentators stated that "...the new draft suffers from another malady carried over from previous editions, i.e., much of it is not doctrine." They disapproved of the XOXID tendency to "describe" aerospace capabilities and the merits of doctrine, rather than to actually provide the "guidance" needed by commanders.\(^{10}\)

The unsubstantiated assertions contained in the draft bothered the men at ARI. They felt the problem severe enough to warrant a radical departure in the format of AFM 1-1, as seen in the following:

If we allow our doctrine to contain assertions without evidence, we run the risk of creating dogma rather than doctrine. We suggest that AFM 1-1 and all doctrinal manuals be published in two volumes. The first would be the manual as it now stands, but with the addition of footnotes. The second volume would contain the footnote citations, hopefully in expanded form. Putting ourselves through such a rigorous process would both give us more confidence that our doctrine is correct and make our doctrine easier to defend to our critics.\(^{11}\)

Such a new format would contrast sharply with the manner in which air power doctrine had been formulated and presented
since at least 1953. The ARI suggestion revealed a desire to produce sound doctrine based on the evaluation of historical evidence. Hopefully, doctrine actually distilled from an honest analysis of experience would prove less vulnerable to criticisms of the kind levelled against past manuals.

The genesis of the two-volume approach had, in fact, come from an historian, Dr. Futrell. While revising his *Ideas, Concepts, Doctrine* at ARI in 1984, Dr. Futrell had found it quite frustrating to document the source of many doctrinal ideas, remarking to Col. Drew that "doctrine should be written with footnotes." Col. Drew kept the notion alive, and during discussions within ARI over the next year hit upon the way to provide both busy officers and critical scholars with a useful doctrine: a concise, direct, "users" volume, and an expanded volume that allowed both scholars and interested professional officers to understand the reasoning behind Air Force doctrine.12

A few other points raised by the ARI reviewers are also worth noting as examples of the kind of intense scrutiny the XOXID draft underwent. ARI seemed more aware of current issues as well as the past when they mentioned that "the manual should be purged of male gender references" [referring to commanders and personnel as "men," for example].13 More importantly, the reviewers raised two final issues that would remain a source of contention throughout the development of the 1992 edition.
ARI did not understand the XOXID draft's listing of "special operations" as a "mission" of the Air Force instead of as an "operation." They felt that such a narrow definition slighted the broad capabilities of special operations forces. Similarly, ARI found contradictions in the draft's discussion of "space operations." In some places XOXID implied that the aerospace environment inherently included space and space operations, while in others it claimed that their location made space operations unique. While doctrinal manuals and statements often evolve from debates over roles and missions, the ARI comments revealed a belief that the final product should not itself contain conflicting points of view.

The men on the Air Staff again worked quickly, producing another draft by 27 November 1985. On 2 December XOXID sent a copy of the draft with an explanatory cover letter to all Air Force major commands, including the Air University. The cover letter explained that this draft sought to clarify the assertions made in the 1984 version, and admitted that "the reader will see that the fundamental tenets of our doctrine have not changed, only the manner of presenting them." XOXID further maintained that while the draft offered a major reorientation towards the operational level of war, its "emphasis on theater-wide employment" remained consistent with the way the Air Force had always thought. They did not feel it necessary to challenge the
conceptual focus of Air Force doctrine. The more academically oriented officers at the Air University did.

By 2 January 1986, Col. Drew, now Director of ARI, had compiled comments on the second draft from members of CADRE, the Air War College, the Air Command and Staff College, and the Squadron Officer School. He returned these comments and the draft to XOXID. The draft itself had again been marked with numerous notes, edits, and favorable and unfavorable criticisms, indicating a rigorous examination. The AU response further proclaimed its commitment to the task by remarking that "we believe that one of our most important missions is to assist in the doctrine development process."17

AU also acknowledged that 70 percent of ARI comments on the 30 August 1985 draft had been incorporated into the new draft. Yet, XOXID had not addressed any of the major problems previously mentioned. The "General Comments" from AU reiterated that much of the material presented did not constitute doctrine, and complained that the chapter entitled "The Nature of War" "...says very little about the nature of war." The critics noted that the discussion of conflicts on the lower end of the spectrum needed to be expanded. Once again, they found fault with the draft’s use of "gender exclusive language." ARI also reiterated its belief that XOXID conceptually misunderstood the relation-
ships between special operations and unconventional warfare, and between "air" and "space" missions.¹⁸

More importantly, they wrote that "the Air University reviewers are in unanimous agreement that it is a mistake for the manual to narrowly focus on fighting a large-scale, theater war against a modern, industrialized enemy." They displayed an understanding of past experiences in Korea and Vietnam, and the importance of these conflicts to the future, by adding that "our doctrine should address not only the most demanding war, but also the most likely wars."

Regarding the subject of attacking an enemy's will, AU stated that "we continue to stand by our original critique. . . . The evidence indicates this a difficult if not impossible task to accomplish with military means."¹⁹

XOXID's earlier work also received more criticism from the retired Col. Thomas Fabyanic. In a January 1986 article in *Air University Review*, Fabyanic sharply condemned the 1984 AFM 1-1 as "inadequate," and rooted in the abstract principles of Jomini rather than in the operational-based views of Clausewitz.²⁰ In his lengthy critique, he argued that AFM 1-1 ignored the various forms of low-intensity conflict, and the lessons of the Vietnam War. He strongly felt that the manual's "assertion that we can penetrate to the heart of an enemy without neutralizing defending forces, particularly when viewed in the context of World War I, World War II, and Linebacker II, is both bad history and
The successive XOXID drafts revealed that much of Fabyanic's criticisms of the 1984 AFM 1-1 still applied to the Air Staff work.

Between the official replies and Col. Fabyanic's article, XOXID had much to think about. Meanwhile, many individuals at ARI and CADRE who would play key roles in the development of the new AFM 1-1 were exercising the kind of rigorous thinking that Professor Holley had called for in 1974. The people and ideas that would form much of the impetus behind the 1992 edition of AFM 1-1 had begun to coalesce.

In October 1986 CADRE published a report on behalf of ARI written by Col. Drew. This report critically analyzed the first year of the air war over Vietnam. Entitled "Rolling Thunder 1965: Anatomy of a Failure," it illustrated how American air power doctrine developed in a manner incompatible with the employment required over North Vietnam and how even the best military advice can be ignored if it does not conform to the objectives of the civilian leadership. The report was one of many attempts by ARI to offer insightful interpretations of the history of air power in order to enhance the Air Force's understanding of the art and science of aerospace power application.

Also in October, the Air University Review published Col. Drew's article "Two Decades in the Air Power Wilderness: Do We Know Where We Are?" In it Drew argued that...
since the 1920s the Air Force had based its doctrine on the assumption that strategic bombing would defeat any enemy, and that any enemy would be an industrialized nation. Vietnam challenged both of these assumptions, leaving airmen unsure of their doctrine, and wandering in a "doctrinal wilderness" since 1965.24

Col. Drew also noticed that after 1979 professional journals contained more, and more thoughtful, articles on doctrine. "Younger officers began challenging the current dogma, calling into question not only what the doctrine espoused but also how the doctrine was formulated." Most significantly, "not all of the 'young Turks' agreed with one another but they created in the professional journals, particularly the Air University Review, a climate of intellectual ferment."25 An extremely perceptive individual, Drew had noticed the trend that he himself belonged to.

Historian, and former Air Force pilot, Kenneth P. Werrell helped continue the ferment with his article "Linebacker II: The Decisive Use of Air Power?" in the spring edition of Air University Review. Like Drew, he doubted the efficacy of strategic bombing. The article disputed the belief, held by many senior Air Force officers, that had airpower been used in Vietnam in the late 1960s the way it was used in 1972, the war's outcome would have been vastly different. It bluntly stated that strategic bombing
"...was not and could not be, decisive in the Vietnam War." 26

None of these ideas would come as surprises to Drew. Werrell, who had received his Ph.D. from Duke like Professor Holley, had been a visiting fellow at ARI from 1981 to 1983, a visiting professor at CADRE in 1987, and a senior research fellow at ARI by 1988. 27 While there he had shared many ideas with Drew. 28

Although the Air University Review had provided the Air Force with provocative articles such as those by Drew and Werrell since 1947, it did not survive budget cuts. Coincidentally, Dr. Werrell's article appeared in the last edition. Maj. Earl Tilford, the journal's editor, expressed some hope in the final editorial, noting that CADRE intended to fund a publication entitled Air Power Journal [since published as the Airpower Journal, the professional journal of the Air Force]. He also made the scathing assertion that "the Air Power Journal will need our support if it is to overcome what I perceive to be the prevailing anti-intellectualism that dominates our service and which, in my opinion, played a large role in the demise of the Review." 29

Maj. Tilford's candidness, knowledge of history (he held a B.A. and M.A. in history and a Ph.D. in American military history), and the fact that Col. Drew had once been a graduate student of his, all served him well as he remained at CADRE as a research fellow immediately after the
demise of the **Air University Review**. While there he began writing *Setup: What the Air Force Did and Why?*, which he finally published in June 1991. Having served as an intelligence officer in Vietnam as a young lieutenant, Tilford had seen much that disturbed him about the way the Air Force conducted its bombing operations.  

*Setup* would argue that "in Vietnam the Air Force fell victim to its own brief history and to the unswerving commitment of its leadership to the dubious doctrine of strategic bombing," greatly expanding on some of the ideas expressed in Col. Drew’s article "Two Decades in the Air Power Wilderness." While working at CADRE, Tilford solicited comments and suggestions about the book from Dr. Stanley Spangler, an ARI distinguished Visiting Professor from 1986 to 1989, and one of the original thirteen ARI reviewers of the 30 August 1985 XOXID draft. Tilford also shared an office with Lt. Col. Frank P. Donnini, who soon would become one of the CADRE personnel who helped write the 1992 edition of AFM 1-1.  

During 1987, Tilford, Drew, and Bingham, another of the original ARI reviewers, also critiqued chapters of a book being written by Dr. Mark Clodfelter, an Air Force officer and associate professor of history at the USAF Academy. Dr. Clodfelter’s 1989 book *The Limits of Air Power: The American Bombing of Vietnam* examined, like Drew and Werrell before him, the role of Air Force doctrine in the air war
over Vietnam. He specifically sought to demonstrate to Air Force leaders that the Linebacker II campaign did not prove that bombing campaigns unhampered by political controls can always win limited wars.34

Furthermore, Dr. Clodfelter believed that "because most air chiefs think political limitations prevented air power from gaining a victory in Vietnam, they have not revamped the fundamentals of strategic bombing doctrine."35 Clodfelter’s work garnered so much critical acclaim that the Air War College made it required reading within a year of its publication.36 Together with Watt’s The Foundation of U.S. Air Doctrine, it would become a major source for many of the essays found in Volume II of the 1992 AFM 1-1.

While the aforementioned material seems a confusing mass of names and titles, it confirms the forming of intimate connections and the exchanging of new ideas. Members of ARI and CADRE were being exposed to and professing views of air power history that contradicted some fundamental Air Force beliefs espoused in past AFM 1-1s and the latest drafts. They had suggested to XOXID that changes be made, to include a two-volume format, in the hopes that Air Force doctrine would more accurately reflect lessons drawn from Vietnam. Seeing few positive changes ARI and CADRE grew bolder.

In December 1987 ARI requested that they be allowed to research and write a new basic doctrine manual that included
historical and authoritative supporting material. The Air Staff rejected the proposal, preferring that CADRE and ARI continue in their roles as assistants and consultants.37 In January 1988 ARI, together with CADRE, decided to begin research on a new manual regardless of the Air Staff.38

Col. Drew and others at ARI felt that current doctrine contained nothing more than assertions lacking documentation and, therefore, difficult to defend. They planned to produce one volume of doctrinal statements accompanied by one volume of footnotes providing "... expansive discussions citing historical sources, published analyses, and detailing the logic flow from these sources to the doctrinal statement in volume one."39 CADRE felt that the project could at least serve as an educational exercise for the Air University and its students. At best, they felt, according to CADRE documents, that the "project has great promise to solve our basic doctrinal impasse..." and would be an important "first step in getting AU back into basic doctrine development."40

A momentous event then took place on 17 February 1988. The Air University commander, Lt. Gen. Truman Spangrud, proposed to the Air Force Chief of Staff, Gen. Larry D. Welch, that CADRE assume the responsibility of producing the new AFM 1-1.41 Col. Drew had convinced Lt. Gen. Spangrud of the value of the ARI approach to doctrine. Lt. Gen. Spangrud, who had been a classmate of Gen. Welch's at the
National War College a few years before, was able to win the support of the most senior airman for the project the Air Staff had refused. As a result, CADRE gained approval for a new approach to doctrine.

In March 1988 on behalf of CADRE, Colonel Drew and the Long Range Planning and Doctrine Division (XOXFP, an Air Staff agency equal to XOXID and also involved in doctrinal development) agreed that CADRE's role in the making of doctrine only extended to the proposed two-volume manual, and that final approval for adoption of their work as AFM 1-1 remained with the Air Staff. CADRE now faced the task of actually having to formulate and write doctrine, something not done at Maxwell AFB since the Air Staff had assumed full responsibility for basic doctrine in 1958.

CADRE quickly realized two potential problems. First, they lacked personnel with recent and extensive expertise in the application of tactical air power. Second, they felt that they should not undertake any work on doctrine projects beyond the new manual due to the "danger of becoming just an extension of [the] Air Staff and thus killing our basic research function just as it is bearing fruit." They pressed on despite these problems, tentatively planning to begin work on the project in July 1988 and to submit a final draft for comment to XOXFP by July 1990.

(HQ USAF/XO), gave formal approval to the CADRE project. In a letter to General Spangrud, he also noted that his staff (which included both XOXID and XOXFP) would continue its own work on a revision to the 1984 edition of AFM 1-1, and possibly publish it as an interim manual. With more truth than he perhaps realized, General Dugan told General Spangrud "good luck with your effort; it should be an exciting and rewarding endeavor."

After almost exactly three decades, AU again had the opportunity to develop Air Force doctrine. Successive attempts by the Air Staff had failed to produce a manual based on a truly objective analysis of air power history. The intellectual climate of the Air Force in the 1980s, the establishment of ARI and CADRE, and the research, work, and spreading of ideas by several intellectual officers, had combined to give CADRE the chance to approach doctrine in unique ways. For the first time in its history, AFM 1-1 would consist of two volumes. And for the first time in its history, the Air Force would have a doctrine rooted in the study of military history. Yet, CADRE still had to produce, and win approval for, the new manual.
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"We must guard against traditionalism and rigidity of thought. ... Since Air Power is global, thinking must be on a global scale. ..." -- Maj. Gen. David M. Schlatter, 1946.

After receiving approval from the Chief of Staff and Gen. Dugan (AF/XO) in the spring of 1988, CADRE began to develop a plan of work and a team. Col. Drew, as the Director of ARI, would head the project. From the beginning, he felt that CADRE's two-volume approach would provide "short, readable doctrine [with] complete justification for use in interservice battles," that would also contain "proof" for its assertions and serve as an educational tool. He planned the research and writing to take two years, beginning in July 1988.

On 1 July 1988 the team held its first meeting. Consisting of six officers, with two civilian advisors from ARI, the initial team represented a collection of men with a broad range of experiences, as well as some important similarities. Indeed, a brief sketch of the officers' backgrounds aids in understanding why they would be so
interested in rooting Air Force doctrine in an objective analysis of its history.

As discussed in earlier chapters, Col. Drew had involved himself in the study of air power and doctrine for many years. He had served as a personnel officer for a fighter wing and an air commando wing in Vietnam from 1966 to 1967, before becoming a missile officer. His B.A. in history, M.B.A., and M.A. in military history evidenced his intellectual abilities and interest in history. Col. Drew continued to think and write critically even as he worked on the AFM 1-1 project, publishing a paper for CADRE in March 1988 and then, later in 1988, two books on the making of national strategy and security policy and American military history, co-authored with political scientist Dr. Donald M. Snow. During the next three and one-half years Col. Drew would emerge as the driving force behind the doctrine project and the manual.

Lt. Col. Price T. Bingham, the second-ranking officer on the team, would also stay with the project from its inception to its fruition in 1992. Like Col. Drew, Bingham had served in Vietnam, but first as a fighter-bomber pilot from 1969 to 1970, and then as a command-post chief responsible for directing air interdiction strikes in Laos and Cambodia in 1972 and 1973. This experience, coupled with his B.S. in history from the Air Force Academy, and an incisive mind, resulted in Bingham’s numerous publications
during the 1980s on operational-level warfare and air interdiction, as well as his extensive work on Chapter 3 "Employing Aerospace Forces: The Operational Art" of the 1992 AFM 1-1.5

Four other officers, more recently assigned to ARI, completed the original team. During the previous year Lt. Cols. Jeffrey C. Benton, Frank P. Donnini, Richard B. Clark, Jr., and Major (Lt. Col. Selectee) Richard L. Davis had all taken part in two projects that had increased their professional military knowledge and historical awareness. First, upon coming to ARI, they had all undergone an education program with Dr. David MacIsaac (Lt. Col. USAF Ret.), the Associate Director for Research and a respected air power historian (as well as a former doctoral student of Professor Holley's at Duke University). Dr. MacIsaac required all new ARI officers to read an extensive selection of well-known military and historical writings by Michael Howard, Theodore Ropp, Bernard Brodie, Carl Von Clausewitz, Sun Tzu, Liddell Hart, Martin Van Creveld, Mao Tse-Tung, Stanley Karnow, Harry Summers, Giulio Douhet, Lt. Col. Watts, and others.6

The four had also all worked on a CADRE report entitled "Officer Professional Military Education Study," completed in June 1988. This lengthy critique of AU and the officer PME system concluded that "the scarcity of contributions from Air Force officers in these areas [strategy and operational art] indicates that many may lack appreciation
and understanding of the art of war." Furthermore, it maintained that "the Air Force has a responsibility to foster a professional atmosphere where true military education is perceived as a valuable asset. . . ." The study had also used a two-volume format, with one volume providing a brief presentation of its key findings, and a second containing an expanded review of the research and conclusions. According to Col. Benton, the work on the study and with Dr. MacIsaac enhanced the officers' belief in the importance of military history, and subtly, but significantly, influenced their thinking and writing during the work on AFM 1-1.8

Like Drew and Bingham, all the officers had excellent educations and brought with them different operational experiences. Col. Benton held a B.A. and M.A. in English and an M.A. in political science. He had served as a navigator on KC-135 aircraft in Southeast Asia and had worked in Europe on the planning for and deployment of cruise missiles.9 Lt. Col. Donnini, a career intelligence officer, had a B.A. in history and M.A.'s in public administration and international relations. He had served in Thailand, been an exchange officer with the Royal Australian Air Force, and been a research associate at the University of Pittsburgh's Graduate School of Public and International Affairs.10
Lt. Col. Davis, a former B-52 pilot and politico-military affairs officer, had, like Donnini, authored several articles and books and held a B.A. in history and an M.A. in international affairs. Lt. Col. Clark, a former C-141 pilot and contingency planner for Pacific Air Forces, held a B.A. in industrial education and an M.A. in human relations. For the next two years, all of these men would help research and write AFM 1-1.

The civilian advisors also had excellent qualifications for their roles in the project. Dr. MacIsaac served as one of the initial advisors, while Mr. Jerome Klingaman, also a retired lieutenant colonel, ARI senior research fellow, and expert on low-intensity conflict, served as the other. By August 1988, the project would gain the help of Duke University's Professor Holley as a third advisor.

In November 1988, CADRE also secured the addition of Lt. Col. Charles M. Westenhoff, in response to its need for personnel with experience with tactical air power (see page 81 of this thesis). Lt. Col. Westenhoff, a graduate of West Point, had spent over ten years as a pilot and forward air controller, and the previous five months as an air attache in Iraq. As a new member of ARI he also would take part in Dr. MacIsaac's education program.

Clearly, all the officers involved had varied operational experiences to draw on in formulating doctrine. Either through a degree in history or their work with Dr.
MacIsaac, they also had gained an appreciation for critical historical analysis. Through this combination, the officers fulfilled many of the prescriptions for successful doctrinal development articulated in writings by others such as Maj. Ehrhart, Professor Holley, and Lt. Col. Watts (see Chapter 2 of this thesis).

The period during which these officers had done much of their professional service also seemed to influence their thinking. They all came from a different generation of officers than those who had written manuals during the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. According to Col. Drew, they had all witnessed "...the catharsis and crisis in confidence experienced by the military after Vietnam." Aware of the shortcomings of the military apparent during the 1970s and 1980s, they belonged to the "generation of officers who after the [Vietnam] war were involved with in one way or another the first balanced critiques that came out of the military."15

Col. Drew also helped to strengthen the knowledge and abilities of the team. During July 1988 he had everyone read all Air Force basic doctrine manuals written from 1917 to 1984, the equivalent U.S. Army manuals, and published critiques of doctrine such as those by Dr. Futrell, Maj. Ehrhart, Col. Fabyanic, Lt. Col. Watts and Maj. Hale. In continuing to publish articles and books, Drew also hoped to set the example for the others. The many articles and book
reviews the other members published while also working on AFM 1-1 attest to Drew's efforts, and the men's abilities.\textsuperscript{16}

This work paid off over the next several months as a "collegial atmosphere" developed. Col. Drew has since commented that the group never suffered from "group-think," although everyone agreed that a mere revision of the 1984 edition of AFM 1-1 would not suffice. "Give and take" arguments and shouting matches occasionally arose as the officers took part in what Col. Drew termed "the ultimate group effort."\textsuperscript{17} Lt. Col. Clark has also stressed the importance of the "collegial atmosphere." He added that no one came to ARI with "any personal axes to grind," and in group discussions ideas became more important than rank.\textsuperscript{18}

Col. Benton has since made remarks very similar to those by Lt. Col. Clark. He further stated that the men were not scholars or historians attempting to write history, but professional officers trying to write useful doctrine. The atmosphere at CADRE left him feeling free to write anything without fear of having to undergo strict scrutiny from superiors. He maintained that the atmosphere, and time and policy constraints of the Air Staff would have prevented them from producing the same kind of work.\textsuperscript{19}

During the next several months, the team did extensive research and thinking. They wrestled with the questions of what aspects of the 1984 manual needed complete revision, what audience the CADRE manual should be written for, how to
incorporate doctrine for operations in space, and what to include in the new manual and how to organize it.\textsuperscript{20} By late November 1988, some of these questions had been answered, and CADRE officially informed all Air Force major commands of the project. In the message, CADRE requested comments on their intention to produce a manual that contained "tenets 'provable' with historical evidence/examples," that covered "the entire spectrum of conflict," that considered "the limitations as well as the capabilities of aerospace power," that was "written in terms of what should be rather than what is," and that proceeded "from the general to the specific (i.e., deductively)."\textsuperscript{21}

While awaiting replies, CADRE continued its work on the manual. By December 1988 the team had developed detailed outlines of the four chapters that would constitute Volume I. Lt. Col. Benton worked on Chapter 1, "The Nature of Modern Warfare." Lt. Col. Clark examined "The Nature of Aerospace Power" in Chapter 2. Lt. Col. Bingham and Maj. Davis discussed "Employing Aerospace Power" in the third chapter. Lt. Col. Donnini worked on Chapter 4, "Developing Aerospace Forces: Preparing for War."\textsuperscript{22} This initial division of labor, and the planned chapter arrangement and scope would remain remarkably consistent throughout the work on the manual.\textsuperscript{23}

On 5 January 1989 CADRE received a memorandum from Chief of Staff Gen. Welch and Secretary of the Air Force
E.C. Aldridge directing major commands to "rewrite Air Force doctrine to integrate space operations into the basic missions and tasks of the Air Force." This memorandum provided support for ARI's belief that space involved only a different medium in which the Air Force performed its traditional missions. It also insulated CADRE's work on the new AFM 1-1 from what had, and continues to be, a significant debate over whether or not space doctrine should remain separate from air power doctrine.

By March 1989 CADRE had received several responses to its November 1988 message from different major commands. Alaskan Air Command (AAC), U.S. Air Forces in Europe (USAFE), and Military Airlift Command (MAC) all supported the two-volume approach. Even Strategic Air Command supported the incorporation of historical evidence, suggesting several historical examples useful for illustrating different principles and missions. Tactical Air Command (TAC), however, felt that the documented essays did not constitute doctrine and should not be a part of the manual, preferring the current format. TAC did recommend that the revision of Chapter 3 focus on the employment of aerospace power at the operational-level of war and that its guidance apply across the spectrum of conflict.

CADRE continued work on its project, planning to have a completed draft of both volumes to the Doctrine and Concepts Division (XOXWD, the successor to XOXID) in July 1990. By
May 1989 work on Volume II had commenced, with the officers
developing essays to support their respective chapters in
Volume I. As a lesson for future doctrine projects, they
found that "Volume 1 must be based on the research
appropriate for Volume 2, but Volume 2 cannot be written
until Volume 1 is complete."30

In May CADRE also invited all major commands to attend
a July working conference on their revision of AFM 1-1.
CADRE sent all the invitees a copy of their draft of Volume
I in June to give them time to prepare for the
conference.31 Aside from a few sections subsequently added or deleted, and
a substantial number of reworded sentences to tighten the
prose, this draft differed little in content and structure
from the final version (see Chapter 5 for a more in-depth
analysis of AFM 1-1 as finally published).32

XOXWD quickly sent to CADRE a three-page compilation of
its comments on the draft. One of the more interesting
XOXWD comments indicated that CADRE, now that it actually
had to write a doctrine manual, was experiencing some of the
same difficulties that XOXID had in 1985 (see pages 67-75 of
this thesis). XOXWD considered CADRE's attempts to
integrate air and space operations "awkward." They noted
that despite the use of different craft and methods,
"...space operations remain essentially air operations;
thus space doctrine is simply air doctrine. AFM 1-1 should
state this point unequivocally and then focus on discussing air (i.e., space) doctrine."33

The following paragraph from the CADRE draft also caught XOXWD’s attention:

Strategic strikes should be executed to achieve maximum psychological effect. Conducted at the right time and place, the shock of accurate and massive strategic strikes can demoralize the enemy’s leadership, military forces, and population. However, a demoralizing psychological impact can be an elusive objective. Thus, the primary target of strategic strikes should be enemy warmaking capabilities rather than the enemy’s will to resist.34

XOXWD maintained that the first sentence suggested strategic strikes aim primarily at the enemy’s will, contradicting the last sentence’s injunction that "warmaking capabilities" take precedence. "The discussion should focus on one or the other of the points," advised XOXWD, "and experience argues emphasizing the latter."35 The Air Staff accepted the argument that strategic bombing could not completely destroy an enemy’s will.

CADRE’s approach to doctrine had resulted in sound concepts. Their first effort, though, did contain many technical inconsistencies and flaws. XOXWD helped to illuminate some of them. The conference with the major commands ensured that the draft recieved even more rigorous criticism.

The 18-19 July 1989 conference elicited many comments, criticisms, and suggestions from all the participants. In general, CADRE realized that it needed to make the manual
very clear and readable, to identify its target audience and speak to it, and to encourage senior and junior officers to study it. The conference minutes also noted that doctrine should "... divide the enemy's will from his ability to resist: the military concentrates on attacking the ability to resist, while the whole of national strategy is aimed at achieving decisive changes in the enemy's will." Indeed, the conference was proving immeasurably helpful in spreading important doctrinal concepts.

During the closing remarks, the AU commander thanked the participants for demonstrating their "commitment to rigorous doctrine." More importantly, the conference demonstrated the level of support CADRE had enlisted for its project. The Air Staff, specifically XOXWD, remained as the office of primary responsibility for doctrine. The CADRE project would still have to meet with their approval before final publication. In hosting the conference, though, CADRE had gained valuable insight into what different commands desired, thus making it possible to gain their support. Indeed, Col. Geiger, ARI's Deputy Director, wrote shortly after the conference that Volume I "... is currently being revised to reflect the ideas gained in the conference." The Air Staff had not accepted the CADRE project, and the challenge to its authority CADRE represented, meekly. Nor did it seem a foregone conclusion that the CADRE manual would be the next AFM 1-1. As Lt. Gen. Dugan (USAF/XO) had
told Lt. Gen. Spangrud in 1988 (see page 82 of this thesis), his staff would attempt its own revision of AFM 1-1 for possible publication as an interim manual. By 1989, his staff had gained some outstanding officers, and produced a creditable draft.

Shortly after Lt. Gen. Dugan had assumed his job on the Air Staff, Maj. Gen. Charles G. Boyd became his Deputy Director for Plans (XOX). A decorated fighter pilot and former P.O.W. for seven years in North Vietnam, Maj. Gen. Boyd greatly appreciated the importance of studying military history. Yet, he did not support the CADRE effort to write doctrine, believing that the responsibility for it should remain with the Air Staff.

Col. John A. Warden served underneath Maj. Gen. Boyd as Director of the Warfighting Concepts and Doctrine Division (XOXW). Col. Warden, another pilot who had flown numerous combat mission in Vietnam, held strong convictions about air power, its history, and its ability to apply decisive force in a modern war. While a student at the National War College, he had written a brilliant conceptual work entitled The Air Campaign: Planning For Combat, drawing heavily from air power history to illustrate his ideas. This work would gain great acclaim, and Col. Warden would eventually earn credit for his key role in planning the air campaign employed against Iraq during Operation "Desert Storm."
With the support of both Boyd and Warden, XOX\(\text{D}\) (the division immediately below Warden’s) began work on a completely new revision of AFM 1-1 in 1988. Col. David Tretler, chief of XOXWD, did a majority of the research and writing. Like Warden and Boyd, Col. Tretler had flown combat missions in Vietnam in F-4 fighters. He also held a B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. in history and had taught military history at the Air Force Academy during two separate three-year assignments. Col. Tretler’s assignment to the Air Staff had resulted indirectly from the work by Col. Gropman in the early- and mid-1980s to funnel officers with history backgrounds to the Pentagon.\(^{43}\)

Col. Tretler made excellent use of his extensive historical knowledge in writing the XOXWD revision. In doing so, his work on successive drafts from 1988 to 1990 reflected an awareness of past criticisms of previous editions of AFM 1-1. It also reflected the influence of Col. Warden’s thinking on air power.\(^{44}\)

The first draft appeared in March 1989 entitled *Air Force Basic Doctrine: Employing Air Power*, indicating a new focus to AFM 1-1’s content. The first chapter discussed "The Nature of War" and the different forms it could take, while other chapters provided guidance for employing air power. In structure, it resembled the 1984 edition, but in its inclusion of historical examples to illustrate different points, and narrative style, it far surpassed earlier Air
Staff work. Most importantly, it recognized that "strategic air offense should focus on enemy war-making capacity rather than popular will. Popular will repeatedly has proven an elusive and resilient target." Recognizing, as had CADRE, the value of feedback from the different Air Force commands, Lt. Gen. Dugan in April 1989 requested comments on the draft from all major commands. He received some interesting responses in May and June. Perhaps unexpectedly, CADRE and AU found the draft thought-provoking and worthy of publication as the proposed interim AFM 1-1. Air Force Space Command, however, did not agree, disapproving of the way XOXWD had reduced the importance of space operations. Space Command wrote to Lt. Gen. Dugan that they had been working with CADRE, and strongly recommended "that your proposed AFM 1-1 revision effort be terminated pending the outcome of the Air University initiative." USAFE Headquarters also found the Air Staff draft inappropriate for publication, citing the change in focus and "'weak' historical examples" as major problems. USAFE recommended that the Air Staff hold a conference on the draft that included representatives from AU and all the major commands.

Instead of hosting a conference, however, XOXWD produced another draft by August 1989. This version had six chapters ("Nature of War," "Nature of Aerospace Power,"
"Employing Aerospace Power," "Nuclear Warfare," "Preparing Aerospace Forces," and "Conclusion") spanning 58 pages of text. It retained its stated focus as a guide for the employment of air power rather than a statement of basic doctrine. Its list of Air Force missions placed "Strategic Air Offense" first. Yet, in continuing to recognize the difficulties involved in trying to use strategic bombing to affect the popular will, the draft stated that strategic air offense "aims to attack the will of the enemy leadership, as well as the enemy's physical capability to fight" [emphasis added].

Through their attempts to combine an analysis of experience with doctrine, XOXWD and Col. Tretler had produced a readable and informative draft. However, other agencies within the Air Staff's XOX- chain of command found the draft too long, "excessively pedantic and at times patronizing" in its use of history, and flawed in its discussion of Air Force roles and missions, including the concepts of space operations and special operations. Apparently, the draft's length and often "forced" use of historical examples hindered the reader's ability to distill the doctrinal guidance the manual intended to relate, thus providing more credibility to CADRE's two-volume approach.

Jimmie V. Adams had replaced Lt. Gen. Dugan as AF/XO during the summer of 1989. He reportedly believed that Gen. Welch’s 1988 agreement with Lt. Gen. Spangrud established the CADRE draft as the next edition of AFM 1-1. Therefore, Lt. Gen. Adams cancelled the XOXWD project in late November 1989. The cancellation greatly disappointed Col. Warden and Col. Tretler, both of whom honestly felt that their draft provided a better presentation of Air Force doctrine than the CADRE manual.\textsuperscript{54}

Meanwhile, by the end of 1989, the seven officers at CADRE had completed over 7,000 hours of research and writing. They had another draft of Volume I and had almost finished the twenty-four essays that would comprise Volume II. CADRE planned to send a draft of both volumes to all major commands in January 1990, hoping that such an action would elicit "valuable suggestions" and "ease [the] formal coordination process." CADRE would then send a final draft to the Air Staff by 1 April, ironically the date of publication of the first three AFM 1-1S, written at the Air University (see pages 15-19 of this thesis).\textsuperscript{55}

Then in January 1990, the recently promoted Lt. Gen. Boyd gained a new command, and with it the power to end the CADRE project. Lt. Gen. Boyd became the new commander of Air University, thus making CADRE subordinate to his authority. Because Boyd had not welcomed CADRE’s efforts to
write the next AFM 1-1 when he was XOX, many officers expected that he would cancel the project.\textsuperscript{56}

Coincidentally, despite Lt. Gen. Adams' cancellation of the Air Staff revision effort, XOXWD had continued work on its draft in the hopes of having it published.\textsuperscript{57} By May 1990, it had further refined the draft, reducing the "pedantic" tone and number of historical examples used in the text. Nonetheless, it still demonstrated a recognition of the capabilities and limitations of air power that can come only from an objective analysis.

The draft contained paragraphs discussing the importance of secure air bases, and the strains that geography and climate can place on air operations, topics that had received little, if any, discussion in earlier manuals. The May 1990 XOXWD draft had also re-ordered its list of basic missions, placing strategic air offense second, behind counter air operations. Furthermore, it offered the following warning:

But attacking the enemy's economic system does not always produce expected results. Identifying and destroying key economic elements can be difficult; and even if that challenge is overcome, enemy leaders may not make the major concessions that seem warranted by the losses.\textsuperscript{58}

After producing doctrine for more than three decades, the Air Staff finally seemed to recognize that history had not fully and conclusively proven the beliefs espoused at the Air Corps Tactical School. Men with a keen interest in the study of military history, like Col. Tretler and Col.
Warden, and others on their staffs, deserve a large share of the credit for this.

Recognizing that it would take CADRE at best another twelve to eighteen months to prepare its draft for publication (if, indeed, it would be published at all), XOXWD continued to push during the summer of 1990 for the publication of its own version. In correspondence with higher agencies (e.g., XOXW and XOX), they repeatedly argued that CADRE's Volume I had gone too far in attempting to provide a "bare-bones" outline.* Specifically, XOXWD asserted that Space Command would reject CADRE's downplaying of the "uniqueness and importance of space," and that the special operations community would disapprove of the failure of CADRE to discuss special operations in Volume I. XOXWD noted that the Air Force desperately needed a "new, up-to-date AFM 1-1," and recommended that their version be published in 1990 while the CADRE version underwent major revisions.59

During the previous two years key individuals had emerged as one of the major reasons behind the increased use of objective historical analysis in the development of Air Force doctrine. At CADRE, Col. Drew and his staff worked to

*Lt. Col. Dan Kuehl had been the "action officer" for the XOXWD correspondence. In 1986 and 1987, he had done his doctoral studies under Professor Holley at Duke (as related to the author during his interview with Professor Holley), adding both credibility to Kuehl's criticisms and another ironic twist to the interplay between people, organizations, and time, that drove the development of AFM 1-1.
create a "collegial atmosphere" conducive to the intense research and writing they conducted. Despite the more frenetic atmosphere of the Pentagon, XOXWD had also produced an honest examination of the principles for employing air power, but they lacked the support necessary to publish it. With the CADRE draft nearing completion in mid-1990, and Lt. Gen. Boyd now in command of AU, the only remaining problem was how to win final approval for the work that had resulted from the combination of dedicated officers, a proper research organization, and beneficial timing.
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"Doctrine should shape the way we fight. The new doctrine did, even as a work in progress." -- Secretary of the Air Force, Donald B. Rice, 1992.

During 1988 and 1989 both CADRE and XOXWD had worked on their own versions of AFM 1-1. Lt. Gen. Adams' cancellation of the XOXWD project seemed to ensure that CADRE would write the next Air Force basic doctrine manual. But, the 1990 assignment of Lt. Gen. Boy, as the AU commander had the potential to reverse that. CADRE now faced the difficult task of actually winning approval for, and publishing, its work.

In late January 1990, CADRE had given Lt. Gen. Boyd a completed draft of AFM 1-1. During the next six months, Boyd, and AU vice commander Brigadier General Link, rigorously, and somewhat slowly, scrutinized it. Not all of the officers on the CADRE team agreed with the generals' comments and suggestions, and weeks often elapsed before they reached a concensus and edited the draft. This slow progress, though, allowed for two important changes.
First, Gen. Welch, who had originally authorized the CADRE project, retired as Air Force Chief of Staff in June. Gen. Dugan, Boyd’s former commander at the Air Staff, became the new Chief on 1 July.\(^3\) Lt. Gen. Boyd now had the perfect opportunity to recommend that the XOXWD version replace the CADRE version as the next AFM 1-1.

The second important change involved Lt. Gen. Boyd’s opinion of CADRE and their work. Apparently, he grew to believe in the advantages CADRE had over the Air Staff. According to Col. Drew, sometime in the summer of 1990 Boyd told Gen. Dugan "that doctrine could only be produced at a place such as the Air University, away from the political buffeting of the Pentagon, in a place conducive to the 'contemplative life,' a favorite Boyd phrase."\(^4\) With the support of both Boyd and Dugan, CADRE’s authorship of the next doctrine manual seemed assured.

By September, CADRE felt confident enough in its work to send copies of its latest draft to all major commands, including the Air Staff, for comment.\(^5\) Before the commands could respond, though, Gen. Dugan was unceremoniously "fired" as Chief of Staff for remarks he had made to newspaper reporters. His removal astonished the Air Force.\(^6\) Obviously, it also meant that CADRE had lost his support.

During October and November 1990, CADRE received responses from twenty of the twenty-seven organizations it had contacted.\(^7\) Of fifteen responses still on file, none
objected to the two-volume format or the manual's general content. In addition, nine organizations praised CADRE's work, recommending publication of the draft with either little or no further editing.8

Yet, the most encouraging response came not from these fifteen, but from the new Chief of Staff Gen. Merrill A. McPeak. In a hand-written note to Lt. Gen. Boyd on 9 November, Gen. McPeak remarked that "I read the draft of AFM 1-1. [I] Am very impressed. Good on you! Do I get to sign the 'Foreword'?"9 Despite a number of rapid changes within the Air Force, the quality of CADRE's work had impressed many of its senior commanders.

CADRE still had several helpful hurdles to overcome before final acceptance of its draft for publication. Of the fifteen aforementioned responses from Air Force commands, nine argued that the manual needed greater discussion of their respective area of expertise. For example, Air Force Logistics Command recommended that the manual include "logistics" in its list of the "Principles of War." Similarly, Military Airlift Command recommended the addition of several sentences and paragraphs regarding airlift capabilities.10 Clearly, the support CADRE had received from the different commands had its price. Intra-service parochialism, while understandable, posed a problem.*

*Professor Holley, in discussing this same issue in his 1974 lecture, added that "if the instinct for self-preservation in holding on to roles and missions is acute even within the Air Force, one can readily understand how much
Lt. Gen. Boyd quickly realized that "Vol. I would soon be the size of Vol. II if we adopted every one's [additions]." The CADRE officers did their best to incorporate the many worthwhile suggestions. By early 1991, they had revised their draft to include seventy percent of those comments the responses had deemed "critical," and ninety percent of those comments the responses had deemed "major."

Dr. Williamson Murray, a vocal critic of the 1979 and 1984 editions of AFM 1-1 (see Chapter 2 of this thesis), proved equally critical of the CADRE draft. In a November 1990 letter to Lt. Gen. Boyd, Murray expressed his dissatisfaction with the quality of writing found in much of Volume I and nearly all of Volume II. He suggested that Volume II have four essays corresponding to the four chapters in Volume I, and volunteered to write the first one.

Col. Drew did not agree with many of Murray's charges. Despite this, Murray submitted his essay. Dr. MacIsaac, one of the civilian advisors to CADRE, reviewed it in January 1991. Dr. MacIsaac found the essay thoroughly inadequate as a substitute for the existing essays. After significant revision by Col. Drew, CADRE felt parts of the essay useful for Volume II.

During January and March 1991, CADRE also finally received comments from XOXID on the draft sent out in more intense the struggle becomes at the level of inter-service competition." See "An Enduring Challenge," p. 8.
September 1990. The Air Staff provided numerous suggestions to enhance the clarity and logic of the doctrinal assertions in Volume I and the supporting essays in Volume II. CADRE’s efforts to incorporate these suggestions, and all the others they had received, helped improve the manual, but also delayed its completion.

Operation "Desert Storm" from 16 January to 28 February 1991 provided experience and "historical" evidence to strengthen the manual, requiring further time and effort to incorporate into Volume II. In effect, "Desert Storm" offered a test of many of the doctrinal beliefs CADRE had expressed in the manual. Information on the effects of air power in Iraq did not lead to any editing of the doctrinal tenets in Volume I, but did confirm in the minds of the CADRE officers the validity of much of their work.

Numerous articles analyzing the war in the Gulf have since agreed that "Desert Storm" provided proof that CADRE espoused sound doctrine, particularly in its emphasis on operational-level warfare.

With the major revisions completed by late spring 1991, CADRE presented the manual to Lt. Gen. Boyd. For the next several months, little work on the manual took place as Lt. Gen. Boyd, occupied with other duties as AU commander, reviewed it, and added a few thought-provoking sections of his own. This delay allowed for two final developments that
enhanced awareness and acceptance of the manual throughout the Air Force.

First, in September 1991 CADRE began a promotional and educational campaign for its version of AFM 1-1. Earlier critics of Air Force doctrine had called attention to the dearth of officers who seemed to fully understand and appreciate the importance of doctrine (see Chapter 2 of this thesis). To help redress this, Col. Drew directed CADRE's Lt. Col. Micheal A. Kirtland to oversee publicity efforts. As part of this campaign, during the next several months many CADRE officers, including Lt. Gen. Boyd, wrote and submitted articles on doctrine and the new manual to different Air Force journals and magazines.22

The second development stemmed from the continuing debate over the listing of "special operations" as an Air Force mission (see Chapter 3 of this thesis). Col. Drew felt that competition over the definition of and funding for different missions had little relevance to doctrinal guidance for commanders in the field. Such discussions and debates, in his opinion, should remain the province of policy- and decision-makers at the Pentagon. Above all, he did not want a basic doctrine manual that, by attempting to provide a finite list of missions, could "compartmentalize" thinking about the employment of air power.23

Therefore, in the draft sent to all major commands in September 1990, CADRE broke with the AFM 1-1 tradition of
specifically listing "all" Air Force "missions." The draft contained a discussion of and chart listing four Air Force "roles" ("Aerospace Control," "Force Application," "Force Enhancement," and "Force Support"). Under each role, the chart listed a few "typical missions" (e.g., "Counterair," "Strategic Attack," "Air Refueling," and "Logistics").

As noted, after reviewing this draft several commands pressed for a greater discussion of their command's mission. Special Operations Command (AFSOC), while not in disagreement with the two-volume approach, refused to "... endorse this final draft of AFM 1-1 because of the deletion of special operations as an Air Force mission." So adament about the importance of including special operations as a mission was AFSOC, that they pleaded their case to the national U.S. Special Operations Command (USSCOM). USSCOM took the matter up with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, which included Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. McPeak.

Gen. McPeak effectively ended the debate on 6 January 1992 by directing CADRE to include "special operations" as a "typical mission" under the role of "Force Enhancement." He also ordered the insertion of three brief paragraphs on special operations into Chapter 3 of Volume I. Because of this late addition, these three paragraphs would be the only ones in Volume I without a supporting essay in Volume II.

Despite the direct input of the Chief of Staff, Col. Drew felt that the CADRE manual would continue to meet sig-
significant resistance if sent to XOXWD for final approval. Lt. Gen. Boyd, now a strong advocate of the new manual, took it straight to Gen. McPeak, by-passing the Air Staff. Col. Drew has since remarked that Lt. Gen. Boyd "will be remembered" for this bold move.\textsuperscript{29} It proved fortuitous, since in the second week of February Gen. McPeak authorized the CADRE manual for publication as the new AFM 1-1.\textsuperscript{30}

Over the next few weeks preparations were made to begin printing the official manual. Lt. Gen. Boyd offered to have CADRE listed as the "OPR" [Office of Primary Responsibility] in the "supersession block" of the manual's first page. Doing so would have deviated from Air Force regulations assigning responsibility to the Air Staff, which had relieved AU of the responsibility in 1958 (see page 19 of this thesis). Vice Chief of Staff Gen. Michael P.C. Carns decided the matter on 21 February 1992. XOXWD would retain its role as the "OPR." In recognition of the work done at CADRE, two additional lines in the "supersession block" would credit Col. Drew as the "writer" and Mr. John Jordan, another member of CADRE, as the "editor."\textsuperscript{31}

With this decision, the Air Force finally had a new basic doctrine manual, officially published in March 1992. After eight years of work, the 1984 edition had been replaced. It had required persistent efforts and long hours of research and writing by Col. Drew and the many other
officers involved in the project, culminating with the efforts of Lt. Gen. Boyd to assure publication.

But none of this work could have taken place had ARI and CADRE not existed. As Dr. Futrell, Lt. Col. Benton, and Lt. Gen. Boyd all commented, CADRE had an atmosphere conducive to objective historical analysis. CADRE had also benefitted from a period in Air Force history that recognized the merits of the close scrutiny of past successes and failures, and a period that saw the publication of numerous articles and books critical of air power and doctrine. Finally, the dedication of the officers involved, especially Lt. Gen. Boyd and Col. Drew, reveal that individual personalities had as much, if not more, to do with guiding the manual’s development as did organization and timing.

The combination of key people, the right organization, and a moment in time conducive to change, made a remarkable difference. For the first time in over thirty years, the Air University had authored AFM 1-1. For the first time ever, AFM 1-1 consisted of two volumes. But beyond these obvious differences, what separated the 1992 edition from previous editions?

Volume I of this new manual provides a concise, twenty-page presentation of Air Force basic doctrine. Its four chapters logically flow from discussing "War and the American Military," to "The Nature of Aerospace Power" and Employing Aerospace Forces: The Operational Art," and
finally to "Preparing the Air Force for War." This "building block" approach seems to provide the kind of "frame of reference" for understanding doctrine that Dr. Murray referred to in his earlier criticism of the 1979 edition of AFM 1-1 (see page 48 of this thesis).

In addition, several new sections challenge airmen to re-evaluate many traditional air power concepts. The aforementioned four "roles" allow personnel to understand better just how their daily duties relate to the broader role of the Air Force in national security. Another section highlights "important ways aerospace forces differ from surface forces" by listing seven "Tenets of Aerospace Power." Lt. Gen. Boyd's personal addition, a section entitled "Airmindedness," presents his reassessment of the venerable principles of war from an airman's perspective in an attempt to challenge the two-dimensional nature of military thinking based on surface warfare.

The results of critical analysis of military theory and history by CADRE are also evident throughout the manual. Chapter 1 describes the nature of war, its role as "an instrument of political policy," and its inherent uncertainty due to "fog, friction, and chance." According to Col. Bingham, "previous manuals never even acknowledged the existence of danger, exertion, and chance and the 1984 manual made only a single passing mention of uncertainty."
In addressing these topics, the 1992 manual responds to many of the criticisms Col. Fabyanic raised in his 1984 letter to the Assistant Vice Chief of Staff, as well as criticisms raised in Lt. Col. Watts' book *The Foundations of U.S. Air Doctrine* (see Chapter 2 of this thesis).

The new manual further reflects a broader view of conflict than that found in previous manuals by noting that "a significant domain of military activities exists below the level of war." Such remarks help dispel questionable beliefs that preparation for general war will always deter limited war. The statement "American military forces may be called on to perform specific peacekeeping functions in resolving regional conflicts" recognizes the different levels of conflict the Air Force often responds to in support of national security objectives.38

For the first time, basic doctrine also includes a discussion of war at the operational-level, the level where a commander must link strategic goals with tactical actions to achieve campaign objectives.39 Chapter 3, the longest in Volume 1, emphasizes this by providing commanders with guidance for the "orchestration of aerospace missions into an effective campaign in the face of peculiar and often rapidly changing situations. . . ."40 By providing a "campaign perspective," the new manual enhances a commander's understanding of the synergy that should exist between air, land, and sea forces in a theater of operations.41 It
also answers the call for operational-level thinking raised by Col. Krieger in 1984 (see page of 55 of this thesis).

The newest, and perhaps, most important aspect of the manual, though, remains its recognition of the limitations of military operations in general, and air power in particular. Chapter 1 notes that "overcoming hostile will can involve military operations but primarily relies on other instruments of policy. The military is the instrument of power (policy) best suited to attack the ability to resist" [emphasis added]. More specifically, unlike previous manuals, this one acknowledges that close air support can lead to casualties among "friendly" forces. By discussing what air power can do, as well as what it cannot, CADRE has responded to criticisms raised by Maj. Ehrhart in 1980 and Col. Fabyanic in 1984 (see Chapter 2 of this thesis).

Certainly the clearest example of a recognition of air power's limitations, and the one most often focused upon in this thesis, appears during the paragraphs describing "strategic attacks." The manual provides an honest appraisal of the difficulties involved in, and merits of, attacks against "less-developed states" where "transporation and communication nets may be primitive or extremely resilient, and enemy command elements may be very difficult to target." "In such cases," AFM 1-1 advises, "strategic attacks may not be as effective as against industrialized
nations, but nonetheless will have an impact on war sustaining capabilities.\textsuperscript{44}

The list of typical targets for strategic attack includes "command elements, war production assets, and supporting infrastructure (for example, energy, transportation, and communication assets)." Yet, instead of expressing the belief that attacks against such targets "generate internal strife," the manual states that such attacks should ". . . affect the enemy's capability and \textit{possibly} his will to wage war"[emphasis added].\textsuperscript{45} Instead of directing commanders to seek ways to "exploit the psychological impact," Air Force doctrine now warns that "a demoralizing psychological impact can be an elusive objective."\textsuperscript{46}

This recognition of the limits of air power, and strategic bombing, across the spectrum of conflict stems from an objective analysis of available historical evidence. Critics of doctrine can now review both the evidence used and the analysis performed in deriving doctrine. Indeed, the fundamental difference between this manual and all previous ones rests in the twenty-five essays in Volume II, specifically ". . . written to support, expand, or illustrate doctrinal assertions found in Volume I."\textsuperscript{47}

These essays, averaging only ten pages in length, provide short, readable explanations of doctrinal beliefs and their sources. Some 600 footnotes reveal the variety
and quality of sources used.* Cited works on military theory range from Clausewitz's classic *On War* (cited 42 times), to works by Sun Tzu, Col. Harry Summers (USA, Ret.), Morris Janowitz, Edward Luttwak, Bernard Brodie, Herman Kahn, Alfred Thayer Mahan, and Ardant du Picq. Books by Graham T. Allison, Barry Buzan, Morton Halperin, K.J. Holsti, Sam C. Sarkesian, Thomas Schelling, and W.W. Rostow provide information from the field of political science. A wide array of general works of military history are also cited, including works by Thucydides, Paul Kennedy, John Keegan, Barbara Tuchman, Michael Howard, Martin van Creveld, Guenter Lewy, J.F.C. Fuller, B.H. Liddell-Hart, Theodore Ropp, Russell Weigley, Col. Drew and Donald Snow.48

Well known works on air power frequently cited include those by Dr. Futrell, Professor Holley, Dr. Clodfelter (cited nine times, mostly in the essay on strategic attack), Dr. Murray, Lt. Col. Watts, Col. Warden (cited 13 times, mostly in the discussion of operational art), Lee Kennett, Maj. Gen. Haywood S. Hansell, Max Hastings, Kenneth Werrell, Gen. George Kenney, Richard Hallion, R.J. Overy, Guilio Douhet, Billy Mitchell, Alexander de Seversky, Wesley Craven and James Cate. Numerous military publications, joint doctrine manuals, doctrine manuals from the U.S. Army, and

*Several of the works cited in the manual had also been part of Dr. MacIsaac's ARI required reading list (see page 88 of this thesis). The inclusion of these works provides further evidence of the role of historical study in the development of the manual.*
the USSBS are also frequently cited. In addition, several essays rely on a variety of works on low-intensity conflict, logistics in different military campaigns throughout history, and military operations in space. Finally, historical examples used in the text reflect a broad review of military history, and draw evidence from the Roman Empire, World War I, World War II, the German General Staff, Korea, Vietnam, the Yom Kippur War, the Iran-Iraq War, and Operation "Desert Storm." 49

The essay written specifically to support Volume I’s sections on "strategic attack" provides a frank assessment of the history of strategic bombing. The results of objective, critical analysis of history can be seen in the following:

Thus, mere destruction of a series of targets, especially when such destruction requires great amounts of time, has not prevented an enemy from waging war or compelled surrender. Also, strategic attack has rarely affected enemy morale to the degree anticipated by early air power enthusiasts. The absence of a developed industry to target, the presence of sanctuaries, enemy access to remote sources of supply, or an enemy commitment to total war can greatly degrade the effectiveness of strategic attacks. 50

The footnote for this paragraph bluntly adds that "strategic attack just does not reliably break enemy will," citing the continued resistance of Germany and Japan during World War II as evidence. 51 After forty years, Air Force basic doctrine has completely reversed its appraisal of strategic bombing, and placed its experience in World War II and other conflicts into the broader context allowed by rigorous historical analysis.
This essay, and the others in Volume II, reveal a new approach to the formulation and articulation of doctrine. Together, the two volumes provide a direct response to the many published criticisms of Air Force doctrine and repeated calls for objective historical analysis and "hard evidence" in support of doctrinal assertions (see Chapter 2 of this thesis). In rigorously analyzing the past, as many suggested, CADRE has produced a manual that reflects, rather than contradicts, air power history.

Two aspects of Operation "Desert Storm" also reveal how the 1992 edition of AFM 1-1 reflects recent experience more accurately than previous manuals would have done. The first involves the military objectives of "Desert Storm." The second stems from the air and ground campaigns that achieved those objectives.

On 5 August 1990, President George Bush established the following military objectives for U.S. forces sent to the Persian Gulf: 1) The "neutralization" of Iraq's national command structure; 2) The expulsion of Iraqi forces from Kuwait and the destruction of Iraq's regional offensive capabilities; 3) The destruction of nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons; and 4) The restoration of the Kuwaiti government. As Lt. Col. Cichowski remarked in his thesis for SAAS, "notice that all deal with Iraq's capability to resist and not its will." Military force has proven most
successful when used to destroy an enemy's capabilities, a fact acknowledged by both President Bush and AFM 1-1.

The new manual's more objective discussion of the effectiveness of strategic bombing also helps place the importance of the "Desert Storm" air and ground campaigns into perspective. Military historian, Dr. Michael A. Palmer convincingly argues that "...the Desert Storm theater campaign plan inevitably led to the development of a plan that sought the defeat of Saddam through the application of air power". He also maintains that Hussein's certain awareness of "...the impending Allied ground campaign more than likely was a factor in [his] calculations. Thus, even if he had yielded unconditionally before the start of the ground war, one could not attribute the victory entirely to air power."55

The facts that Hussein did not surrender and that a ground campaign did take place mean that air power, independent of other considerations, did not defeat him. The facts that he retains power and that Iraq retains its hatred of the U.S. mean that air power did not destroy the enemy's will. Had AFM 1-1 clung to its traditional unsubstantiated assertions that strategic attack could independently and completely destroy an enemy's will or "generate internal strife," "Desert Storm" would have stood as yet another example of air power's failure to fulfill that specific doctrinal assertion.
Sound doctrine derived from objective historical analysis of experience should have obvious importance to the future of the Air Force. A clear understanding of the capabilities and limits of air power will help commanders decide how best to employ aerospace forces to achieve national security objectives. It will also provide justification for increased appropriations to find ways to overcome those limits. With such guidance, the Air Force should avoid the "setup" Dr. Tilford described as having occurred during the 1950s and 1960s, and avoid the criticisms levelled against past manuals, thus allowing the service to concentrate on more demanding, future problems.

CADRE's work establishes a precedent that future manuals should emulate. Since irrelevant and outdated doctrine holds little value to Air Force officers, CADRE has already developed a plan to continually, and consistently, revise both volumes. In December 1992 CADRE asked all major commands to recommend essays they felt needed revising first. By January 1993 work had begun on revising four essays, with four more planned for each year thereafter. CADRE has scheduled the revision of Volume I for March 1995, and every three years after that. Such a review process sharply contrasts with the erratic manner in which the Air Force published previous manuals (see Chapter 1 of this thesis), and should insure that the merits of this manual remain a part of Air Force doctrine.
Clearly, the Air Force has struggled with doctrine throughout its history. The flaws in previous editions of AFM 1-1 attest to this struggle. However, the new AFM 1-1 redresses many of these flaws, and should continue to do so. The work on the manual by the officers at CADRE during the 1980s and 1990s stands as an excellent example of how to meet the "enduring challenge."
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Conclusion

"If our tasks in the U.S. Air Force are to prepare for war, deter it if possible, and fight it successfully across a spectrum of conflict, then we must understand war, make war the basis for our doctrine, and teach war to our officers. That we have not done so in the past is abundantly clear, prompting us to recall again Bernard Brodie's comment that 'Soldiers usually are close students of tactics, but only rarely are they students of strategy and practically never of war!' Brodie is right, of course, but we have an opportunity to prove him wrong." -- Col. Thomas A. Fabyanic, 1986.1

The first part of this thesis reviewed successive basic doctrine manuals in order to demonstrate the predominance in Air Force thinking, doctrine, and planning of the idea that strategic bombing could independently and completely destroy an enemy's will. Lt. Col. Cichowski has provided an excellent summary of many of the ideas expressed by this thesis in the following:

The capabilities of strategic bombing were overrated and the limitations underestimated. While a signifi-
cant factor, airpower was not the dominant force in World War II, and a doctrine emphasizing that airpower alone could win wars was incorrect. Despite these facts, Air Force doctrine remained unchanged. Post-war doctrinal manuals merely replaced bombing with the massive damage brought about by air and space delivered atomic weapons. The U.S. concentrated on strategic nuclear attacks and all but denied the possibilities of war below this threshold.2
The primacy of strategic bombing and atomic weapons did not foster an atmosphere conducive to an objective analysis of experience. Air power history only had value if it could be interpreted to support dogma ingrained into airmen since the days of the Air Corps Tactical School.

Lacking appropriate officers and organizations for the study of air power history, the Air Force based its doctrine for decades on a narrow interpretation of past experiences. As an organization, it did not seem to realize that while history does not mandate solutions, it can provide some guidelines. Consequently, doctrine failed to incorporate many important air power lessons, lessons that revealed limits to the capabilities of strategic bombing.

After Vietnam, many officers and historians questioned and criticized Air Force doctrine. The kind of self-criticism that so often results from a traumatic experience led to many insightful research studies and articles. The 1984 edition of AFM 1-1, however, did not respond to all of the doctrinal criticisms, espousing many "traditional" and unsubstantiated beliefs.

As the influence of SAC waned during the 1980s, a variety of factors combined to make the service more accepting of challenges to its traditional beliefs. Several senior officers realized the benefits of studying military history. The creation of ARI, and then CADRE, provided the Air Force with formal organizations devoted to air power and
doctrinal research and study. ARI and CADRE also provided a forum for the circulation of new ideas and new interpretations of the history of air power. Officers who recognized the importance of the critical analysis of history shared, and published, their ideas.

With the new organizations and new ideas came the impetus for change. As Oxford historian James Burke has argued, innovation often requires someone to come along at the right time and put all the "bits and pieces" together. Col. Drew, and CADRE, did just that, requesting and winning approval to try a new approach to doctrine. After several years of research, writing, and re-writing, CADRE produced an Air Force basic doctrine manual that articulated doctrine derived from historical evidence rather than unsubstantiated dogma. This new manual, and new approach to doctrine, required the passage of enough time to allow a renaissance in the Air Force view of the value of historical study, the creation of organizations appropriate for such study, and the work of numerous officers willing to challenge institutional beliefs.

Lt. Col. Cichowski has also stated that "this first documented Air Force doctrine should stir debates and force a reexamination of aerospace power's role in all of warfare's mediums." Indeed, several sources of criticism have already emerged. Col. Drew himself would welcome criticism of what he considers an inadequate amount of material on
low-intensity conflict. 6 Lt. Col. William F. Furr, the present Chief of the Current Doctrine Division at CADRE, has voiced criticism of several sections in the manual that he feels need improvement. 7 An article and a letter in the winter 1992 edition of *Airpower Journal* further indicate that the new manual has quickly received the attention it deserves, and has stirred debate necessary for continued criticism and improvement. 8

Col. Tretler, who did exemplary work on the Air Staff version of AFM 1-1, also considers the new manual to have significant flaws. He maintains that Volume I, in trying to provide a concise presentation of doctrine, inadequately addresses important topics. Such a format reinforces "checklist" thinking rather than in-depth study. He finds the manual's attempt to re-conceptualize Air Force missions as four roles "more confusing rather than clarifying."

Volume II's length, according to Col. Tretler, will deter many officers from reading it, thus limiting its value. Furthermore, the uneven quality of the writing from essay to essay mars the volume as a whole. 9

These criticisms arguably contain a great deal of validity. The essays and footnotes in Volume II of AFM 1-1 imply that CADRE made a broader, more scholarly study of history in writing its manual than XOXID did in writing its version. Yet, there seems little impetus for officers who
lack the time or inclination to study history to actually read beyond Volume I.

Col. Tretler's more narrative style and incorporation of historical examples directly into the text might have alleviated this problem. This question deserves careful study and consideration. The Air Force, at some future time, might decide that a one-volume format has greater merit than the current format. The CADRE format and the return of doctrine to AU might serve only as examples of short-lived paradigms, stillborn innovations within a larger conservative organization.

"The pertinent observation here," as Dr. Futrell has written, "is that sound military planning must be based on a study and appreciation of war in its broadest aspects, not only in modern times but throughout history." Similarly, the pertinent observation of this thesis is that doctrine must stem from objective and critical analysis of history. Those who develop doctrine should not rely solely on perceived lessons from a narrow base of experience. If the Air Force desires to prepare for war, deter it, and, if necessary, fight across the spectrum of conflict, to paraphrase Col. Fabyanic, then those who formulate its doctrine need to study the spectrum of history. Ensuring that such study continues should be the basis for any decision on the number of volumes that should comprise AFM 1-1.
Obstacles to the formulation of sound doctrine, though, remain. Dr. Tilford feels that some degree of anti-intellectualism still exists within the Air Force.\textsuperscript{11} Col. Westenhoff has experienced this first-hand. Upon his return to the United States in August 1988, after five months as an air attaché in Iraq, he offered to teach a course on the Iran-Iraq war. Both AWC and ACSC at AU declined his offer, citing lack of interest as the reason.\textsuperscript{12} Scores of potential students undoubtedly took part in Operations "Desert Shield" and "Desert Storm" within two and one-half years. Lack of interest in the study of the military campaigns of a potential adversary seems inexcusable, and could prove costly in future military operations.

Even if the Air Force can foster a greater interest in military history and doctrine, it will still have to find the combination of organizations and personnel that best contributes to the development of sound doctrine. "As the past amply demonstrated," asserts a recent AWC study, "the Air Force never found the 'right' organization, the 'right' people, and the 'right' location permanently."\textsuperscript{13} For the 1990s, the problem seems to stem from the existence of too many "right" organizations.

The review of the history of Air Force doctrine in the first part of this thesis revealed that the Air Staff had considerable difficulty developing sound doctrine. Efforts by Col. Gropman, and more recently by Professor Holley
himself, have provided the Air Staff with many exceptional officers. Col. Tretler's version of AFM 1-1 proves that doctrine based on an objective analysis of history can be written despite the difficulties of introducing change within the "Washington milieu."

Within a year of Lt. Gen. Adams' cancellation of the XOXWD version, however, the Air Force officially designated CADRE as the Primary Review Authority for AFM 1-1. XOXWD now has the responsibility to "manage the Air Force doctrine program." CADRE now has the responsibility to "develop and maintain" AFM 1-1, a task they are presently performing (see page 127 of this thesis).

CADRE has demonstrated its ability to foster creative thinking and rigorous analysis. It has also shown that it responds to input and criticism from the major commands responsible for Air Force operations. CADRE, along with the other organizations and research facilities at Maxwell AFB, provide the Air University with excellent qualifications to serve as a center for all Air Force doctrine. Yet, like the Air Staff, AU has a checkered past. According to Professor Holley, AU's forerunner, the Air Corps Tactical School, "...was perhaps too much of an academic mountain top..." The faulty doctrine developed at ACTS cost many lives, perhaps making some airmen leary of giving AU too much responsibility for doctrine.
Professor Holley had the foresight to suggest a compromise during his 1974 lecture, remarking that:

Undoubtedly some sort of arrangement can be worked out with the schools at the Air University to foster the creativity and detachment of the mountain top while at the same time retaining the undeniable stimulation of the marketplace afforded by the daily battles on the Air Staff. 17

After twenty years the Air Force seems to have finally heeded his suggestion. In 1993 the Air Force officially established a doctrine center at Langley AFB, VA. Its proximity to the organizations responsible for the development of Army, Navy, and joint U.S. military doctrine affords it obvious advantages. 18 Exactly how the Air Force will develop its doctrine in the future, though, and integrate the efforts of three separate organizations associated with doctrine, remains to be seen.

What should already be apparent, though, are the qualifications necessary for officers responsible for doctrine. Sociologist Morris Janowitz has discussed the characteristics and merits of "intellectual officers." 19 Such officers, adds one Air Force lieutenant colonel, "can critically analyze things such as air campaign plans or doctrine." 20 An AWC study further asserts that successful doctrine requires three types of individuals working closely together: "those who understand military history, those who know military systems, and those who represent each major air command." 21
The team of officers at CADRE responsible for the 1992 edition of AFM 1-1 had all these qualifications. Their work will stand as an excellent example of how to meet the "enduring challenge." If the Air Force can improve on it, and continue to derive its doctrine from rigorous analysis of experience, then, to paraphrase Professor Holley, the whole service will benefit.

Hopefully. . .

"Officers no longer look upon history as a kind of dust heap. . . . They go to it as a mine of experience where alone the gold is to be found, from which right doctrine -- the soul of war -- can be built up." -- Sir Julian Corbett, early twentieth century naval historian and theorist."
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